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The Committee has asked me to talk with you 

today about the future of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 

T thought a might be helpful if I outline quite briefly 

some of the points I would like to make, some of the 

problems I think ought to be considered, and some of the 

steps we have taken. 

The first point is that the statutory base 

for the operations of the Bureau cannot be said to be fully 

satisfactory. The basic statutory provision is 28 USC 

533 which provides that the Attorney General may appoint 

officials "(1) to detect and prosecute crimes against the 

United States; (2) to assist in the protection of the 

President; and (3) to conduct such investigations regarding 

official matters under the souteel of the Department of 

Justice and the Department of State as may be eieeccad by 

the Attorney General." There are other statutes, such 

as the Congressional Assassination, Kidnapping and Assault 

Act, which vest in the Bureau special responsibilities to 

investigate criminal violations. In addition, there are 

Executive orders and Presidential statements or directives 

which place investigatory responsibilities upon the Bureau. 

A number of questions are often asked about this 

statutory base. Tt has the virtue of simplicity, but the 

Executive orders which deal with government employee 

investigations are complicated and confusing, and Presidential 

AW 55012) Docld: 32969601 Page 11 
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"memoranda or, perhaps, oral instructions from a President 

may be difficult to collate. I think it is important, 

in any case, to separate out the kinds of questions which 

are asked about the Bureau's authority base. Some questions 

are constitutional in nature, relating to the inherent power 

of the President; others go to the interpretation of the 

statutes and the relationship between the statutes and 

Presidential directives; others go to the failure of the 

statutes to define sufficiently the areas of the Bureau's 

jurisdiction or to spell out sufficiently--and this is 

partly constitutional--the means and methods which the Bureau 

is permitted to use in carrying out its assigned tasks. 

The second point, related to the first, is a 

continuing discussion of the role of the Bureau in intelligence 

investigations or domestic security investigations. The 

argument is sometimes made that the Bureau's proper role, 

at least in purely domestic matters, should be limited to 

investigations of committed crimes. The basic statute for 

the Bureau is broader than this, as have been Executive 

orders and Presidential mandates to the Bureau. The basic 

statute is broader. since it refers to investigations 

regarding official matters under the control of the Department 

of Justice and the Department of State as may be directed 

by the Attorney General. A disparity is sometimes seen 

among the different roles of the Bureau in crime detection, 

in on+going domestic security matters, and in foreign 

intelligence or foreign counterintelligence matters. In 

HW 55012 Docld: 32969601 Page 12 



recent days a statement by the then Attorney General Harlan 

Fiske Stone, who reorganized the Bureau and chose J. Edgar 

Hoover as its director, has been quoted as a relevant 

warning. 

Stone warned, "There io anaes the possibility 

that a secret police may become a menace to free government ; 

and free institutions, because it carries with it the 

possibility of abuses of eeuey which are not always quickly 

apprehended or understood .... It is important that its 

activities be strictly limited to the performance of those 

functions for which it was created and that its agents 

themselves be not above the law or beyond its reach .... 

The Bureau of Investigation iS ‘not concerned with political 

or other opinions of individuals. It is concerned only 

with their conduct and then only with such conduct as is 

forbidden by the laws of the United: States. When a police 

system passes beyond these limits, it is dangerous to the 

proper administration of justice and to human liberty, which 

it should be our first concern to cherish." 

I should like to suggest that Stone'S warning always 

must be considered relevant to the proper conduct of the 

Bureau's duties, but it does not necessarily follow that 

domestic security investigations are, therefore, outside 

the Bureau's proper functions. The detection of crime in 

some areas requires preparation and at least some knowledge 

of what is likely to be going on. What is at issue, I think, 
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is the proper scope, the means and methods used, the attention 

paid to conduct and not views, and the closeness of the 

relationship of the conduct and that which is forbidden by 

the laws of the United States. 

Third, I realize that some proposals, since I 

was asked about this when I last appeared before this 

Committee, might separate out in some fashion domestic and 

foreign intelligence functions from the FBI cr from one 

another within the FBI. This is, of course, an issue to 

be looked at. I assume it is recognized that there may 

be some relationship between that intelligence which is 

domestic and that intelligence which is involved in foreign 

sguneSeine ei eeacs oer: One may lead to the other. 

And there may be a relationship between foreign counter- 

intelligence and foreign intelligence. If the work were 

separated out into different agencies, I do not know if 

the decision about when an investigation should pass 

from one agency to another always could be made easily. 

Moreover, even so, information presumably would pass from 

one agency to the other. I know that one consideration 

has been that it might be decided that information collected 

by sOme permitted means in intelligence investigations 

under some circumstances should not be used in criminal 

prosecutions. But if there is an exchange of information, 

this must always be a consideration, whether there are 

separate agencies or not, and the basic question then is one 

DoclId: 32989601 Page 14 
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of use and not organization. The more active concern, 

I believe, is that there is a risk that conduct proper for 

one area may be improper for another, and that the combination 

can work a ssneantneeion. My view on this is that in any 

case we must decide what conduct is appropriate and is 

inappropriate for each of the areas, and we must take 

steps to make sure that proper conduct is lived up to. My hope 

is that the fact that the FBI has criminal investigative 

responsibilities,which must be conducted within the confines 

of constitutional protections strictly enforced by the courts, 

gives the organization an awareness of the interests of 

individual liberties that might be missing in an agency 

devoted solely to intelligence work. I know the argument 

can be run the other way. I believe the dangers are greater 

if there is separation. 

HW 55012 Docld: 32989601 Page 15 
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Fourth, there is a question as to the proper role of 

the FBI in crime prevention and whether or not it should be 

considered auehorized ce take steps under some circumstances 

to reduce the likelihood that crimes will be committed 

or that serious injury to persons or property will occur. 

Preventive action has raised serious questions and thése 

must be dealt with. I suppose an initial question is 

whether it should be allowed at all. Yet I beliéve under 

special circumstances and with proper controls most would 

believe this to be a proper function, 

Fifth, the problem of proper controls, supervision and 

accountability is all-embracing. By statute the Federal 

Bureau of Investigation is in the Department of Justice, 

and also by statute the Attorney General is the head of the 

Department of Justice. The history is mixed, of course, and 

we all have a tendency to over-simplify, but it is a fair 

statement that there have been times in the past when the 

supervision by Neeeeneyeiconers granted that the Bureau must 

have considerable autonomy, has been sporadic, practically 

nonexistent, or ineffective. I hope that is not the case now. 

The responsibility is a heavy one. But in any event the prob+ 

lem of proper controls, supervision and accountability goes 

beyond the Director of the Bureau and the Attorney Géneral. 

I have already mentioned that in my view the statutory base for 

the operations of the Bureau cannot be said to be fully satis- 

factory. I think that better controls and performance can 

be achieved through statutory means, executive orders, guide- 

lines, and reporting to appropriate congressional committees. 
HW 55012 Docld: 32989601 Page 
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Sixth, before I come to a resume of some of the steps 

which have been taken, let me say I know we all realize that 

in the past there have been grave abuses. I am uncomfortable with 

a kind of writing of history, however, which sees it only in terms 

of the abuses and not in terms of past and present strength. It 

is very difficult to be fair to the past in which many institutions 

of government carried a share of responsibility. But more than 

unfairness is involved. If we are not careful, we will turn to 

solutions of the moment which a better reading of history might 

indicate are not the best solutions. I know we must seize the 

moment, if I may use such a phrase in this setting. I know also 

that this Sonmuctes realizes that a very important agency with 

dedicated, highly professional, greatly disciplined government 

servants is involved. The importance is to the security and domestic 

tranquility of the United Stated. Stone's warning was given in an 

act of creation. He was proud of his creation. In spite of the 

abuses, there iS a proper place for pride. I take it our mutual 

work should be to nurture that pride and the conditions which 

justify it. 

I turn now to a review of some of the steps which have been 

taken or are in progress. We have tried most diligently, under safe- 

guards to protect the privacy of individuals and with an awareness 

of the unfairness of instant history to give a great deal of informa- 

tion to Congressional committees. Attorney General Saxbe made public 

and Deputy Attorney General Silberman and Director Kelley testified 

about the so-called COINTELPRO. When the FBI discovered evidence 

of several more COINTELPRO projects after I 

HW 55012 Docld: 32969601 Page 1? 
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became Attorney penseal. eneee were revealed. One of my first 

acts as Attorney General, my third week in office, was to testify 

before a Congressional committee about possible incidents of 

political misuse of the FBI by the White House in the past and 

about the nature of FBI file-keeping pe eeeaa, particularly the 

files kept by Director Hoover in his office suite. Director Kelley 

has spoken publicly and before congressional committees about incidents 

in the past in which FBI agents engaged in break-ins to gather 

or photograph physical epi tenes in intelligence investigations. On 

a number of occasions, most recently in testimony before this 

Committee, I have described the history of the use of electronic 

surveillance by the FBI. We have welcomed such opportunities. 

On February 26, 1975, I instructed Director Kelley to report to 

me any paqueaveiads of thé Bureau, or practices within the Bureau, 

which he deems improper or which present the appearance of impropriety. 

On February 28, 1975, Director Kelley ordered FBI personnel to report 

such requests or practices eG him. Ta siaiee 1975, I reaffirmed my 

February directive and also asked for a report of all sensitive 

investigative practices. The Director promptly complied. 

Ditector Kelley has regularly provided information on conduct 

by Bureau agents and programs underway within the Bureau that 

could raisé questions. These matters have been reviewed and 

discussed within the Deparmtinet so that a consistent and appro- 

priate policy can be(Sphieved. This is a continuing process. 

I do not assert that we are aware of everything about the Bureau. 

Nor do I suggest that we ought to know everything. Appropriate 

HW 55012 Docld: 32969601 Page 14 
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communication, consultation and supervision at this level 

have to be selective. I:make this point, which I think may 

sound disconcerting, not in any way to minimize the respon- 

sibility of the Bureau to keep the Department informed nor 

to minimize the Department's duty to find out. Rather 

I want to be realistic about a learning and organization 

problem which requires realism if it is to be understood 

and perfected. 

With respect to possible legislation, the neparenene 

has in preparation various drafts of possible bills which may 

be of assistance in the area of what is now warrantless 

electronic surveillance. Although cbtaining a judicial warrant 

does not automatically eradicate the possibility of abuse, 

it is perceived to be an important safeguard of individual 

privacy interests, and we are exploring, as we said we would 

do, various possibilities and alternatives. 

Docld: 32989601 Page 19 
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Finally, a committee within the Department of Justice -- 

chaired by Mary Lawton, Deputy cee Sane Attorney General in the 

Office of Legal Counsel, and composed of representatives of my 

office, the Criminal and Civil Rights Divisions, the Office of 

Policy and Planning, and the FBI -- has been working for eight 

months reviewing FBI. procedures i many areas and drafting guide- 

lines to govern those procedures “in’ the future. ~The Committee has 

produced draft guidelines covering White House inquiries, 

congressional and judicial staff appointment investigations, 

unsolicited mail, and domestic security investigations. It is 

currently at work on guidelines covering counterespionage investi- 

gations and will later consider the use of informants, the employee 

loyaity program, organized crime intelligence investigations, 

criminal investigations, and other aspects of FBI practice. 

The Committee's work has been extensive and time-consuming. It 

has involved not only questions of proper safeguards but also of 

efficiency in the proper functioning of the Bureau. It has 

been an effort to translate into words the senpiacaced and 

important mechanisms for controlling the FBI. I hope the 

Committee's efforts at articulation will be of use to this Com- 

mittee and others as it considers drafting legislation. 

You have received copies of the latest drafts of the 

guidelines that have been substantially completed by the Committee. 

These guidelines do not yet represent Department policy. There 

is.disagreement within the Department on some aspects of these 

guidélines. I have disagreed with the Committee recommendations - 

HW 55012 DoclId: 32969601 Page 20 
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from time to time, and the FBI has raised substantial questions 

about other recommendations--particularly with respect to the 

treatment of unsolicited mail. Some of the proposals in the 

guidelines could be promulgated as departmental regulations. ) 

Congress may feel some ought to be enacted into statutory law. , 

Other provisions would require implementation by executive order. 

I would be glad to discuss these draft cuidelines with 

you in detail in response to your questions, but a brief discussion 

of the guidelines on domestic security may be useful at the outset. 

The guidelines begin by attempting to impose some order 

and definiteness to the domestic security field. To begin 

with, these guidelines do not deal with FBI efforts to counter- 

act the work of foreign intelligence services operating within 

the United States. Standards for determining when there is 

foreign involvement sufficient to place a subject in the category 

of foreign counterintelligence investigation are now being debated 

within the guidelines committee. The domestic security guidelines 

also are not meant to cover security or background investigations 

of federal appointees or investigations of ordinary crimes. Under 

the draft guidelines, domestic security investigations are only 

to be authorized when there is a likelihood that the activities 

of individuals or groups involve or will involve the use of force 

or violence in violation of federal law. Domestic security invés- 

tigations are to be limited to activities of individuals or groups 

intended to accomplish one of five purposes: overthrowing the 

government of the United States or of a State; interfering with 

the activities within the United States of foreign governments 
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or their representatives; influencing government policies by ineerc 

fering by force or violence with government functions or interstate 

commerce; depriving individuals of their civil rights; and creating 

domestic violence or rioting when such violence or rioting would 

necessitate as a countermeasure the use of Federal armed forces. 

There is also a provision for limited investigation when there is a 

clear and immediate threat of domestic violence aieh is likely to 

result in a request by a state for Federal armed assistance. 

Currently there is no procedure requiring the review outside the 

FBI of all domestic intelligence investigations conducted by the FBI, 

though the FBI has a long-standing policy of reporting its investi- 

gdtive findings to the Criminal Division. Under the draft guidelines 

there would be a comprehensive program of réporting to the Attorney 

General or his designee of all preliminary and full domestic intel- 

ligence investigations. The Attorney General would be required under 

the draft guidelines to put a stop to any full investigation whose. 

justification did not meet an established standard. The standard ! 

would be that there must be specific and articulable facts giving reason 

to believe that the individual or group under inves- 

tigation is engaged in the activities I have just listed. 

Another feature of the draft suidelines is to place 

strict controls upon the use of any technique by the FBI which 

| goes beyond the gathering of information. COINTELPRO was the 

name given the use of some such techniques. As I have said 

before, some of the activities in COINTELPRO were outrageous 

and the others were foolish. Nonetheless, there may be circum- 

! 
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stances involving an immediate risk to human life or to extraordin- 

arily important government functions that .could only be 

countered by some sort of preventive action. The guidelines 

require that any such preventive action proposal be submitted 

to the Attorney General. He could authorize the preventive 

action only when there is probable cause to believe that the 

violence is,imminent and when such measures are necessary to 

minimize the danger to life or property. The preventive action 

would in all cases have to be nonviolent. The Attorney General 

would be required to report to Congress periodically and no less 

often than once a year on the use of preventive action by the 

FBI. 

I make no claim that during this rather difficult but 

interesting and--I must trust--promising period we have 

achieved all that might have been possible. In many ways the 

work has been disappointingly slow. But I do think we have 

made advances in nurturing and helping to improve a structure 

which will be supportive of the best efforts of the men and 

women in the Department of Justice and in the Federal Bureau of 

Investigation. No procedures are fail-safe against abuse. 

The best protection remains the quality and professionalism of 

the membersof the Bureau and of the Department. 

-1975-12 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. R. Wannall 
Re: Senstudy 7/5 
62-116395 

A very significant factor which emerges from the 
Work Paper is that the person who was the architect of the 
mailing to Mrs. King of a tape and anonymous letter was 
undoubtedly Sullivan. It was pointed out by Phillips that 
in the SSC public hearings on 11/18/75, the SSC Staff entered 
into the record a denial of Sullivan of knowing anything 
about the anonymous letter and Sullivan's claim that it was 
a "plant." Phillips pointed out the unfairness on the part 
of the SSC in entering only that portion of Sullivan's 
"testimony" to the SSC and that the SSC did not put on the 
record anything else which Sullivan may have said concerning 
the mailing of the tape and anonymous letter. (It should be 
arenthetically noted that there is very strong indication 

from information we have, particularly from former Special 
Agent Lish Whitson, that Sullivan has told the SSC, either 
directly or indirectly, of some part he*had played in the 
mailings.) *Sullivan 

er een 
It was also strongly emphasized to the conferees 

that, notwithstanding the efforts of the SSC and the media, 
the aforementioned anonymous mailings should not be placed 
in the same category as the various official COINTELPRO-type 
activities the Bureau engaged in in an effort to discredit 
King, It was urged that the tape and letter mailings must 
be viewed as the work of a single individual not officially 
approved or condoned by any higher authority in the FBI. 

At the end of Phillips' briefing, Thornburgh 
inquired as to what part former Assistant to the Director 
Alan H, Belmont played in these anonymous mailings and what 
knowledge he might have of them. Phillips responded that 
other than the two situations referred to in the Work Paper-- 
and these did not necessarily involve Belmont--Phillips 
knew of no Belmont involvement or awareness. The two situations 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. R. Wannall 

Re: Senstudy 75 
62116395 

referred to are: (1) Delivery in 1964 to either Belmont 
or former Assistant to the Director DeLoach of a package at 
instructions of Sullivan, which package may have contained 
the tape; (2) Delivery of the tape by former Special Agent 
John M, Matter in 1964 to Sullivan in Belmont's office with 
Belmont present, but not necessarily with Belmont's awareness 
of what was being delivered., These two incidents are 
discussed on pages 4 and 5 of the Work Paper. 

RECOMMENDATION : 

None. For information and record purposes. 

yp) 
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April 29, 1975 

WORK PAPER 

Recollections af 
SA Se : Phillips 

RE: THE MARTTI LUTHER KING, 38. CASE 

Three recent significant eventu suggest that TI now 
ceduce to writing by this informal Work Paper, certain of ny 
recollections of events which occurred about 10 years ago 
when I supervised at Headquarters the FSI investigation of 
Martin Luther King, Jr. it is emphasized that these are mere 
recollections and they should be vieved in that Light. To 
set the staze for these recollections, the folloving are the 
three signif icant events of reference; 

(1) Om Sunday, 1/26/75, I was called into the 
office to assist in a “special” being coordinated by the 
Inspection Division, one aspect of which related to the Ring 
ease. I, accompanied by J. G. Deegan, Section Chief, 5-1 
Section, INLD, was instructed to obtain and inventory 7draver 
full of folders pertaining to King then being maintained in 
a cabinet in a room adjoining Mr. J. B. Adams' office. We 
learned that the material in question had been maintained by - 
former AsSistant to the Director W. CG. Suilivan and vas left 
behind upon his retirement. In the inventorying of this 
material, vhich vas primarity handled by P. E. Nugent of I5-1 
Section (I having been redirected to another phase of the 
"special"), there was noted a decument which I considered 
at the time of extreme sipnificance. 

The document involved Cierox attached) is the original 
of what appears to be an undated letter addressed merely King." 
it has no signature or other indication of the author. The 
Letter indicates it is written by a Negro and suggests strongly 
that the letter is intended as a cover commmication as evidenced 
by the folloving quotation therein, “Lend your sexually 
psychotic ear to the enclosure." Other language in 
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the letter reveals the writer to he referring to personal 
misconduct of a sexual nature and that recordings of same are 
available. 

(It might parenthetically be noted at this point 
that even though the communication found is an original typing, 
it is my belief that if such a letter was intended to be sent 
anonymously to King by Sullivan, it would have been very logical 
to have prepared the letter with a carbon copy and that copy 
used as the cover communication for any enclosure, thus minimizing 
the likelihood of tracing through typewriter examination.) 

(2) "The New York Times,” 3/9/75, carried a Lengthy 
article about the PBI investigation of King and included many 
allegations concerning technical coverage of King. Highlighted 
in the article is a claim that the FBI anonymously mailed to 
Mrs. King a tape depicting King's personal life adversely. 
The article claimed that a “former high FEI official" had brought 
the matter to the attention of "Ihe New York Times” and asked 
to remain anonymous. Article alleged that in late 1964 a copy 
of a tape recording was made by the FBI Laboratory, wrapped in 
a small, plain unmarked package with no return address, and 
delivered to Sullivan's office. Allegedly, it was addressed 
to Mrs. King in Atlanta, Georgia. Another source described 
as “attached to the Bureau at the time" said he believed the 
recording was of a party held by King and others in the Willard 
Hotel in Washington, D. C. The article went on to state that 
the tape and package had been prepared so as to not be traceable 
and that Mr. Hoover vanted the tape mailed from somewhere in 
Florida. Sullivan ordered a Special Agent (SA) to fly to Tampa 
and mail the tape to Mrs. King, the source stressing that the 
SA had no idea of the contents. Article went on to state that 
firs. King said in a telephone interview (time not disclosed) 
that she recalled receiving a tape recording in 1/65 and that 
she and her husband had listened to it and found much of it 
unintelligible. 

the appearance of the foregoing newspaper article 
eaused me to de certain research in our files in an effort to 
determine whether or not we had any information ta substantiate 
or dispute the allegations. We found that there vas no infor- 
mation in Bureau files to confirm that a tape vas mailed by Bureau 
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So mich for the three matters of significance 
related above which now make important the oceurrences of 
events about 10 years ago which are as follovs: 

I was in my office in vhat vas then the Internal 
Security Section of the Domestic Intelligence Division 
(DID) in the Riddell Building, 1730 K Street, WN. W., 
Washington, D. C. My office was directly across the hall 
from the office of i. G. Sullivan, then Assistant “Director of 
the DID. Some of my covorkers vere also present as we tere 
ensaged in some special vork on the King case and related 
matters, This incident was on a Saturday. 

Sometime curing the morning Sullivan came inte my _ 
office and asked me for some unvatermarked stationery. I 
secured some from my secretary's desk and after checking it 
through the light, I offered it to Sullivan. He asked me 
if I was absolutely certain that the paper vas unvatermarked. - 
I assured him that it was and he took it inte his private office. 
Sometime later that morning he telephoned me for the address 
of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference headquarters in 
Atlanta, Georgia, and may alse have asked me for King's home 
address in Atlanta, although my recollection of the latter is 
mot as clear as the former. I procured the address or addresses, 
jotted them on a piece of paper and hand carried them inte 
Sullivan's private office. He seemed to be busily at work at 
a typevriter on a stand next to his desk. I gave him the 
address or addresses and again he asked me if I vas absolutely 
certain that the stationery I had given him was unmvatermarked. 
My assurance to him was reiterated once again. 

Some time later, I would estimate around noon, 
Sullivan called me into his office and handed me a sealed 
manila envelope which appeared contained something other 
than written matter as it was a selid package. He gave me 
a sum of money and asked that I have one of the men vorking 
7rith me immediately take the package by cab to the Justice 
Building and hand it over to Al Belmont (then Assistant to the 
Director). I feel quite certain that it was Belmont to whom 
the package was te be delivered but I vould not discount completely 
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the possibility that it may have been Cartha Deleach to vhom 
it was to be delivered. I remember that one of the men working 
vith me vanted to go doimtotm to de some shopping and it thus 
vas convenient to have him perform the courier chore dictated 
by Sullivan. 

At approximately the came point in time that the 
above event occurred, at Sullivan's direction, I arranged 
to gather into one place all the tapes we had of microphone 
coverage we had been conducting on King. All these tapes 
originated in various field offices and we had those mailed 
to the Bureau. Some that had already been mailed in were 
being maintained by aecords. It was my task to gather ail 
tapes from the field and those in Records and have them in 
one place. While they were technically charged to Sullivan 
and for the record being retained In Sullivan's office, as a 
practical matter, I was maintaining these tapes in my office 
across the hall from Sullivan's office. Among the tapes I 
was accumulating vere some which for a short peried of time 
were in the hands of SA John M. Matter (then a supervisor 
in the Radio Engineering Section of the Laboratory, now retired). 
t remember Matter telling me that he had bean instructed on a 
very confidential basis te perform a particular task relating 
to some of the tapes we had. I am not now sure as te who 
gave him the instructions but ami. quite cartain that it vas 
Likely to have been Sullivan, vith an outside possibility that 
he may have got his instructions from Belmont. His om 
instrections concerned making some composite tapes and he 
sent over to me several reels with labels shovring they were 
"edited composite’ highlighting reels of tape from WFO and 
Los Angeles, Beeause of the very confidential nature of 
Hatter's assignment I, of course, did not query him other than 
in respect to the folloving. From the labels on these tapes 
I gathered there were a specifie number that he had prepared 
and it appeared to me that the mumber he sent me vas one or 
two short of the number (i) had prepared. I was unable to get 
any exact accounting from ‘Matter concerning the shortage. 

Sometime shortly thereafter, I obtained the information 
discussed under number tyvo abova concerning a conversation 1/5/65 
betveen King and an assistant indicating that a tape had been 
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mailea to King. When I learned this information, it appeared 
likely to me that if a tape had been mailed to King it might 
be the one which appeared to be “missing.** I had an occasion 
at that time to bring to Matter's attention what I had learned 
from the overhear in Atlanta and I suggested that this was 
perhaps the ansver to the “misuing" tape, Still maintaining 
the confidentiality of the sensitive assicnment that had been 
entrusted to him, Matter made no affirmative or informative 
replies to my wuspicions but rather omiled "knowingly." As 
far as I was coneerned at the time, ve had something of an 
implied meeting of the minds and I vas personally convinced, 
though I had no hard evidence to cupport my conviction, that 
Sullivan had some gréatus pert in mailing a tape to King. 
I might add that I didn’t at that time conceive of any 
communication being sene vith the tape. The finding of the 
document discussed under number one above of course changed 
my thinking relative to a cover comminication accompanying the 
mailing of the tape. 

The forezoing represents my best recollections 
at this time on these matters. 

i might also use this Vork Paper to set out some 
further observation, for whatever value it might be. 

the document acdressed to Ring, a copy ef vhich is 
attached, contains a statement in the closing paragraph "King, 
there is only one thing left for you to doe. “You knot what it 
is. You have just 34 days in which to do (this exact number 
has been selected for a specific reason, it has definite » 
practical significant’). You are done. There is but one vay 
out for you." I have often vondered what the sisnificance of 
the 34 days quoted was. When I learned of Vhitson's mission on 
11/21/64 I used that date as a starting point. Thirty-four 
days after 11/21/64 vas 12/25/64, Christmas Day. Recognizing 
King's position as a man of the cloth and having many, many 
times heard Sullivan decry King as a hypocrite because of his 
immoral activities aithough a preacher, it occurred to me that 
in Sullivan's mind he was probably trying to direet King's 
attention to Christmas Pay. 
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Mr. J. A. Mintz 
(1 > Js B. Hotis) 

~ Mr. W. R. Wannall 
- Mr. W. O. Cregar 
- Mr. P. E. Nugent 

December 1, 1975 62~116395 

U. S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE TQ 
STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WETH 

RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (S5¢c) 

t é 

al al | 

| | Reference is made to SSC letter dated November 12, 
! 1975, containine requests for materials concerning Martin 

Luther Kine, Jr. 

Pursuant to vequest in paragraph one of referenced 
SSG letter, on November 17, 1975, a Special Agent of this 
Bureau, in the presence of SSG Staff£ Member Andrew Postal, 
reviewed the file of Martin Luther King, Jr., and related 
Files for the months of November and December, 1964, for 

¥ materials pertinent to the SSC inquiry not previously re- 
quested. Materials being furnished herewith which are 

3S designated as Item 1 are those documents requested by Postal 
X; as a result of this review. 

During the review, Postal indicated a desire to have 
copies of all materials designated as Item 1. It was pointed 
out that a substantial mumber of these had been previously 
furnished the Committee in connection with other requests, 
Postal indicated, however, that he was generally unfamiliar 
with prior materials furnished in connection with the King case 
and was desirous of obtaining all items he selected, even 
though many might duplicate earlier FBI submissions. 

Although there appears to be no real justification 
for quplicate submissions, in view of Postal'’s specific 
request, and in the spirit of cooperation with the SSG, the 
requested documents ate being furnished despite the fact that 

pecan, a number of the decuments have previously been made available 
Dep. AP Adm. £9 the SSG. 
Dep. AD Inv. __ 

Asst. Dir.: 

Admin. Materials designated Item 2 are being furnished in 
Comp. Sys} —  vasponse to request set forth in paragraph two of referenced 
Ext. Affoirs —_— 

File & Com. SSG Letter of Novembex 12, 1975. . 
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SENATE SELECT GOMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

A search of the Martin Luther King, Jr., and related 
files failed to result in the positive identification of 
macerial prepared by the Domestic Intelligence Division sub- 
sequent to April 23, 1964, in refutation of Martin Luther 
King’s statement to the press in San Francisco, California, 
on Anril 23, 1964, referred to in Mr. Sullivan's memorandum 
that date to Mr. Belmont captioned “Commmist Party, USA, 
Negro Question, Communist Influence in Racial Matters TS-c"™ 
delivered herewith. 

It may be surmised, however, that a document under 
preparation in the then Domestic Intelligence Division in April, 
1964, entitled "Commmist Party, USA, Negro Question, Communist 
Influence in Racial Matters," represents the material referred 
to in Mr. Sullivan's memorandum of Aoril 23, 1964. That 
document is a lengthy work paper which was periodically brought 
up to dante to show every facet of information available re- 
garding communist influence in the racial movement and does — 
contain information in refutation of King's statement of 
April 23, 1964, which in essence challenged the FBI to provide 
evidence regarding the communist infiltration in the racial 
movement. A copy of this document was furnished the 58C by 
memorandum dated October 6, 1975. 

With respect to the excisions in materials being 
delivered herewith, where no notations appear as to reason for 
excision, the excision was made for the reason that the infor- 
mation actually summarizes or quotes from conversations monitored 
during electronic surveillances of King. In some cases, it 
can be ascertained precisely what information in FBI files came 
from electronic surveillances of King; however, there exist 
areas where documentation of the information is not precise 
and no accurate determination can be made. Therefore, no . 
assurances can be given that portions of the materials being 
furnished do not contain information developed as a result of 
electronic surveillances of Kine. 

1 =~ The Attorney General 
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OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL 

WASHINGFON, D.C. 20530 

” . * 
~ 

a 

TO: John A. Mintz, Assistant Director 
Legal Counsel Division 

Vy Federal Bureau of {investigation 

WR, 
Rom: Michael E. Shaheen, Jr. 

Special Counsel for Intelligence 
Coordination 

ad 

SUBJECT: Senate Select Committee Request | 

Attached is a November 12, 1975, letter from the 
Senate Select Conmittee requesting certain information 
concerning the Martin Luther King matter during the 
months of November and December 1964. Please prepare 
an appropriate response. 

cc: Paul Daly 
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John T. ELLI£fF£ 
Director 
Domestic Intelligence Task Force 
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SEE INSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE 

CLASSIFY AS APPROPRIATE BEFORE COMPLETING. 

TO: Intelligence Community Staff FROM: 
ATTN: Heo Index 

SUBJECT: Abstract of Information Provided to Select Committees 

. HOW PROVIDED (check appropriate term. If a document was made available DATE PROVIDED 
for review but not transmitted, so note,) 

oz [ cocuenr | [onterine | 12/1/75 

3. TO WHOM PROVIDED (check appropriate term; add specific names if appropriate) 

. EDENTIFICATION (provide descriptive data for documents; give name or identification number of briefer, 
interviewee, testifier and subject) 

Momorandum and enclosures 

5S. IN RESPONSE TO (list date and item number if in response to formal request, other- . CLASSIFICATION OF 
wise state verbal request of (name), initiative, subpoena, etc.) {NFORMATION (enter 

U, C, S, TS or 

SSC letter 11/12/75 Codeword) 

S 

. KEY worDsS (enter the appropriate key words from the list provided separately; if key words not listed are 
used underline for emphasis) 

‘Information handling 
Surveillance, electronic 

8. SUMMARY (see reverse side before completing this item) 

Materials relating to Martin Luther King, Jr., as they pertain to 
the months November-December of 1964. These materials were 
reviewed by a Special Agent in the presence of an SSG Staff 
Menber for materials pertinent to the SSC inquiry not previously 
requested » 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

e Type or print clearly in ink. 

e Indicate classification of the abstract top and bottom. 

e Date the abstract and put on any internal control numbers required. 

e "FROM" entry should clearly identify the organization providing the 
information. 

e If additions (as when a copy of document sent to SSC is later sent to 
HSC) or changes to a previously submitted form are necessary, submit a 

copy of the original abstract, with the change indicated. 

SPECIFIC ITEM NO. 8. SUMMARY — enter brief narrative statement describing 
substance of information and showing relationship to Intelligence Community 
matters if appropriate. Any feedback or eviderice of investigatory interests 
should be noted. Commitments made to supply additional information should be 

noted. Additionally, certain administrative information may be entered here, 

e.g., restrictions on review of a document, if document was paraphrased, whether 

interviewee is current or former employee, etc. If actual document or transcript 

is provided, that fact should be noted and no summary is required. Additional 
pages may be attached if necessary. 
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a PERSONAL ATTENTION 
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Director, FBI cvo-s00e70) 624 
REG: 32 L- F, J, Baumgardner 

. (Field Supervision) 
MARTIN LUTHER KING, dRe 1.- H, Gregorio 
SECURITY MATTER ~ é i- 8. F. Phillins 

SF + Ree ets Ri He OT MARRS Rm TS Nae eter Pr ta el pte 

aie Reurairtel 12/10/64 which furnished information 
concerning the activities of Martin Imther King, Jr., and 
a representative of his, Bayard Rustin, while abroad. 
Considcerasie valuable intelligence is contained in reairtel, 
Fox exampie, it is reported that Rustin was in contact with 
Rica Fodrveson and Esme Goldberg, Hodeeson and Goldberg are 
described, according to a source, as "openly declared 
communists.” It is aiso reported that King specifically 
asked that Dr. David Pitt be oresent at a particular nesting 
Pitt is described as a Trotskyite, Rustin's contact with 
Committee for Democratic Rights in America is also reported, 
Refer to your file 100-2301. It avpears that you may be 
able to appropriately characterize this organization, 
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Pertinent disseminatable information should have 
been submitted by letterhead memorandum (LEN). Your 
attention is directed to Bulet 1/24/64 to Lecat, Bern, 
copy designated for your Office, "Lesal Attache Reporting," 
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' Transmit the following in 

Via AIRTEL 

—_————— Se er ec er cc me ee eee we ee ee ee ee i ee ee es ee eee es 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-106670) 

FROM: LEGAT, LONBOM (100- 3329) (P) om 
Mu Sul 
= = MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. At Lk sins ta prokeel Dente 

\een "~~ ot Erigws v Foreapy aéiclhecece Abe 
=i Remyairtel 11/25/64. of tls ¢ Daa Cf a BRS yai LAS O4Ank COBN | 

= VRBK 
re =S In accordance with Bureau instructions, I personally °2 hz 
cc S2 furnished orally to Ambassador TIBBETTS, American Embassy, Oslo Ata, 
ae information concerning subject. This was done on 11/30/64. ere b 3 
.7o- Miss TIBBETTS stated she was most appreciative of this informa-& i: 3 

—ifs tion and that she would take no action whatsoever which might ag! i's8 
tits disclose her knowledge of such. She said that she was giving ,Says 

a small reception for KING.and his yroup-on-the evening” of i ofS 
12/9/64. He is to receive the Nobel Peace Prize on 12/10/64. ps 2 S. 
On the evening of 12/11/64 the Ambassador is giving a, formal pepe 

Sj réception for KING; the Nobel Committee and Norwegian Government o 8’ 
$ officials: *: “se PNG ate iene eps Pies 

ane eee YEE 2 

{ On 12/2/64 I furnished orally the same information ta |'$ 
N os U.S. Ambassador PARSONS, American Embassy, Stockhoim, sweden. Qs GR 
iii Ambassador PARSONS INS expressed his appreciation for the Bureau a {,: 
: S furnishing this information to him. He stated he had originallys fs 
MS intended to meet KING on his arrival at the Airport in Stockholmefh. 

OF & on 12/12/64, He said this was somewhat unusual in that he me 
fii? normally does not meet this type of group. After reflection he 

Se << stated he would not personally go to the airport but would send u 

S 7 a representative from the Embassy. According to Ambassador 

ES PARSONS, KING was to preach at a local church in Stockholm and 
then was to meet with a student group. 

On 12/5/64 I furnished the same information, orally, 
to U.S. Ambassador WHITE in Copenhagen, Denmark. Mrs. WHITE 

was also appreciative of the “information and commented it was 
very helpful to know this, even though she would take no 

specific action as a result of it. She was planning to give 

a small reception for Dr. KING while he. was in one re 
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London 100-3329 - ; | Ps ; 
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Newspaper clippings regarding subject are being 
forwarded to the Bureau ecDelee e 

On 44/25/64 British h Security Service, MI=-9., advised 
Sarge Se ewe 

that BAYARD” RUSTIN, bad “remained .in.London - only..a short. time 
and. had,departed. for..New.York on 11/14/64. -According to MI-5, 
RUSTIN had been in contact with a group known as. “Christian meh 
ACES Ou This: is a group headed by Canon COLLINS, who aiso 7 
“WesaSthe-CaNDa TEN FOr NOC Tear~DisdimanentT” Chris tian Action 

Fee Stet hamachi 
opposes apartheid “in South Africa, “According tQ MI-5 there 

rican Communists in the wovenent > ome, baeeis 
~~. orm =.= eet ew compete ET Ma oe eet ee Ep or 

On—11/25/64.. VICTOR. DOLLING_<Bufile.13.4-12282) — 
advised that RUSTIN had been in contact with COLLINS and had 
rranged for KING to speak ata Christian Action meeting on 

1277/64 | in London. DOLLING. ‘also informed that whileoRUSTIN 
was in ondon he was in touch with ESVE GOLDBERG, \ whose, hus- 
band received 2 TiftéSentence ins South Africa” ‘for 3 wanti- “apartheid 
actSi"HUSTIN also saw RICA HODGESON, According 10. to. DOLLING, 
HODCESON and GOLDBERG af openly declared Communists. DOLLING 
stated RUSTIN was also in contact with the’ Committee for ~ 
Democratic Rights in America. _ RUSTIN met RAYMOND .KUNERE , _ Who 

is°a member” of” the “African National Congress. (S 
Ce ee ee ee ne ant om wale, Seay 

/ On 12/8/64 DOLLING reported that he attconded the 
Christian Action ron meeting where KING spoke of 12/7/64, This 
meetings was covered by American TV and radio people. ‘There 
was a laree. crowd. “Prominent at. this” meeting were PEGGY DUFF, 

who represents. the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament. (DUFF 

was mentioned_in Bucab11/10/64Y. “Also ‘present. at the meeting 

was Dr. “AMBROSE REEVES, the Bishop of Johannesburg. According <: :. 
to DOLLING, KING specifically asked’ that. Dr....DAVID “PITT, a_ Fie og ee 

West. Indian, be at the meeting. PITT represents the Afro- Carib- 
= 

bean . Association and _according - to DOLLING, is a Trotskyite. (S i 
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DOLLING also stated that after the meeting a middle- 

aged American inguired aS “to the-cost .of hiring the hall. 

When told” How much it was, this American wrote out-a.check 
for thé fulilamount, [DOLLING attempted to look at the check 
to identify the American but was Mngete to do solfS 
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. 69 3 2 2 pe Cy : ; CU aa oS The Bureau has reconsidered instructions set om a 

LL 
Se . Sse Sega forth in referenced 12/7/64 letter that the data from =. S 

BLS «the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) regarding King's 928? 
j=" pad leged meeting with members of the Italian Communist Aa 
™ = 

O ik x “56 Party and Socialist Party in Italy in Septerber, 1964, Sea ek 
528 7 included in an investigative report with the source gsese 
22M evaluated as unreliable,” The prime reason for thése SEs 
~fo= instructions was to correct the previous characterization = ees <= given CIA of its. source, which was "of questionable - Eee +5 
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\ 
In this respect, the Bureau assumes that 

neither Atlanta nor New York has disseminated this: 
information. However, if such dissemination has been \ | 
made, the Bureau should be furnished with full details ° 
and appropriate communicatien should be forwarded to the °*- 
recipients in order to show CIA's revised evaluation 
of its source, If no such dissemination has been made 
this data should be clearly marked #n your files to show 
that no dissemination should be made unless this : x 
information is verified through independent sources anc a/ or 
investigation, (S) : | et \ — : i ‘ 
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‘ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED ee 
The President (CP eee 

= 9 

The White House giles 

Washington, D. C, ae 

s - + 9 : 
& 8 3 = 

My dear Mr. President: Sst 
3 oe 
ae x m p © ase Ls 

3 In response to his request to see me; Deonferred ar” § 

for about an hour with the Reverend ilartin Luther King in my otfice 2833 
Ct 

ote * Sasa * > = 

yesterday afternoon. He was accompanied by tae following members ...8 
of the Southern Christian Leadership Conterence of which he is ® 26S 
President: HKoverend halph D. Abernathy, Treasurer; Andrew d. Sats 
Younz, <Program Director; and Walter E, Fauntroy, Director of the es 

organization's Washington, D. C., office. a2 3 

The meeting was most amicable and Eing indicaied 
that he had requested to see me in an eriort to clear up any mis- 
understandings that we might have. He epologized for remarks 

i 01 PEse 

J Gf 

oS ous puD 2807 

Ara yA Sees , 

attributed to him criticizing the FBI and me with specific rererence ; Sou S$ af 

to Albany, Georgia. He stated that in this connection he had either se SS 
‘been misquoted or there had been an outright misrepresentation. Sa . “ss 

2 He said that while some Negroes have complained to tS os’ 
hfosthaiche FBI has been ineffective in investigating civil rights | ~ T See a 

vidigvions,.he personally discounts such complaints and said he fe NG 
apprgeingss the fine work the FSI has been doing in this regard. ‘s \s 

7, ee he ‘3 

f© He said he had been critical of the-FBionlyin © 9° 
comnection with instances where our Agents, who had been furnished ‘Qed A 

complaints involving police brutality, were, thereafter, observed = .: jy BY 4 
Tike ~ 

1} My. Belmont (Sent with cover memo) i - Miss Gandy in with cover memo) 
2 (Abe Mr. Mohr ne 1 - Miss Holmes (Sent with cover memo) 
~-*“/-1 - Mr. Rosen {sén with “ed¥ér memo) 1 - Mr. Jones (Sent with cover memo) 

Sop Mr. Sullivan (Sent with cover’ *lemo) 1 - Mr. Morrell (Sent with cover memo) 

OTE: gebDeL gach ti Mohr Memo of same date, “captioned Martin Luther King, 

intment WithDirector, 3:35°:p.m., = 1/ a 
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- he President " 
ed 

beings friendly toward these same officers. He said situations like 
this serve to breed Necro distrust jor the FBI. I advised 
Reverend Kins that lwas aware that allesations of this nature 
had been made and that I had looked into the matter. H was 
defermined that these charges were without basis. 

Reverend King categorically denied ever having mads 
a personal attack on me and also denied that he had ever instructed 
Negroes not to cooncrate with the ¢ Bl. ZItold him that when Negroes 
are encouraged not to cooperate with fhe FHI, the solution of cases 
is delayed and sometimes frustrated. He said, to the contrary, he 
encouraved such coooeration. He exniained that Necroes in many 
arezs are frustrated. He said he ficels it is his duty to keep them 
from expressing their frustrations through violence. iveverend King 
ynade reference to ray report to you on the riotmg that took place in 
some of our northern cities last summer, He indicated he considers 
it an excellent analysis of the situation. 

é 
€ 

Coramunist infiltration of the civil rights movement 

was discussed. Reverend King stated that as a Uhrisitian he cowld | 

never accept communism and that he shared my concern with the es 

problem, He described communism as a “crippling, totalitarian 
disease, * He said that while there are "one or two" former corm- 

munists currently engaged in fund-raising activities for the Southern 

Christian Leadership Conference, he does not tolerate communists in 

his organization. He cited the communist background of Hunter Pitts 

O'Dell and nected that he considered the success of the Southern Christian 

Leadership Conference more important to him than his friendship with 

O'Dell. Consequently, he claimed, O'Dell is no longer associated 

with his organization. 
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The problems confronting the FEI in civil richts 
gave stications were explained ta the Reverend Eine in detail. i 
made ii clear io him that cases deveioped as a result. of FEI. 
duvestication must often be tried in icocal courts where there are 
difficulties involved in cettine white juries to convict white 
defendants in connection with civil rights matters, £.cked some of 
ur experiences in this recara. 

Ye and his associates were advised of the recent 
conferences held for local law enforcement officers throughout the 
United states for the purpose of fully acacainting thern with civil richts 
legislation and their responsibilities in connection with same. iItcold 
him tnat the results of this campaign have been encouraging in the 
cooperation received. 

I pointed out to him that there is a great misunderstanding 
today among the general public and particularly the Negro race as to : 
the si:l’s role in civil richts matters. i empsasizea that the FEIis an 

yesticative acency, that it cannot recommena prosecution or make 
on-tne-ssot arrests where «<ederal laws have not been violated. He 
was advised that the ¥Bi will not protect civil richts werkers or 
Negroes because the FRE does not have the authority er jurisdiction 
to do so. He was aiso advised that the FBi cannot and will not 
exceed its authority. Zeverend King was told that our investigations 
are conducted in a thorough and impartial manner, but if he or any of 
bis associates knew of a tpectial Agent who had shown bias or prejudice, 
I wanted to know about it immenciately. 

Reverend King indicated that the Southern Christian 
Leadership Conference is planning io engage in voter resistration 
activities in Selma, Alabama, on or apouw January 1, 1965, and that 
he bas learned that there could be violence. i told him that our Agents 
would be on the scene, not for the nurpose of rendéring protection, 
but to observe and report to the Department of Justice any possible 
violations of civil rights that may occur, 

a; 
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Whe President 

Reverend King expressed his cratitude for having the 
“opportunity to meetime. He said he ielt our meeting had bee 
productive one, and i told him to feei free to get ia touch aca ie any 
time hs thoucnt it necessary to do so. 

Respectiully submitted, 
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December 2, 1964 : 

S BY LIAISON < 
1 = Mr, Belmont CS 
L = Mr. Nohr 2 i 

| 1 - Mr, DeLoach aot 
Honorable Bill BD, Movers i - Mr, vans a3 y 

| Special Assistant to the President 1.- Mr, Rosen oS 
The White House 1 - Hr. Sullivan = 84 
yashington, D. C, 1 - Hr, Bland ON 

1 ~ Hr, Baumgardner § © J 
Dear Mr. Moyers: 1 - Hr, en ty ‘a 

Sa 
I thought that the President would like to havan5' > 

the following information concerning Martin Luther King, Bm 35 
which was obtained from confidential sources who have 2.6 = 
supplied reliable information in the past, S 

OS ee 
king, who 3s to receive the Nobel Peace Prize in 

Oslo, Noryay, Lpecember 10, _ i964 is “currently vy Working ows _ O~ 
the preparation of 2 ‘five-ninute Raocept anes “speech, he A 
has Pediested several ind2 views: ‘g"to"furnieh Him materige 

| fron which he intends to choose the be st things™to~say?y +. 
! Indlwded—among—these—contribey iors are Ciarencs Jonss, 

Stanley David 3 hevison, Harry Wachtei and. j Bayard i Rustin, 
AL} four Of thése individuals’ are e fréquent | “advisers to King. 

tact pier artnet sete Foe et Si Bigs tt meee HO 98 oe Eerie a et RE greg, VE FS i 

w ut Jones, in the mid-~1950's, held a position of 
Se eadership in the Labor Youth League, an organization waich 

has been designated as subversive pursuant to Executive > 

2 

j 

GO 

% 
2% 

oy C US. He AT Gi 

wwe 7? 
gy 

. \\ { Order. 10450. made 
&y woot Ly 

& -~ As of July, 1963, Levison was & secret member of me 
the Comaunist Party, UBA, ‘Wachtel ig the Executive Vice te, 
President of the Gandhi Society for Human Rights, a. fund». 

sc) raising adjunct of the Southern Christian Leadership \/ 
N Conference, which ConxXerence ia headed by Kine, On Harch 5, 

i944, a source of this Bureau advised that Wachtel's name 
was on a dist of names, Signiticance not known, maintained 
a% the headquarters of the Kings County Communist Party, 
New York, The same source aiso advised on March 5, 1944, 
that the name of Wachteli's wite, Leonora, was maintained 
on a list of names of newly elected officers of the Bath 
Beach. Clu OF the Kings rae eee st Party, New York, 
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Honorable Bill D, Moyers rs 

Rustin is a former member of the Young Communist S 
League, an organization which has been designated as subver~ 
sive pursuant to Executive Order 16400, 

This information is also being furnished to other 
officials of the Government, 

NOTE: Sincerely yours, 

— nscoret” aq ELLE Classified "Secret" as @ information is from 
| highly sensitive sources such as AT_1380-5*, The unauthorized 

disclosure of this information could affect the security 
of these sources who are of continuing value and thus 
possibly be injurious to the nationsi defense, Information 
obgained from H¥tel 11/25/64 and ATtel 11/27/64, Dissemination 
to the military intelligence agencies being made by separate 
communication, 
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: 

MEMORAND USI FOR Boh. TOLSON 
- J as WR. BELMONT | 

Ay ER, MOE i 
TAINED TAR, DE LOACH a 

ALL INFORM stp Bin. ROSEN 4 
ys S ‘YEREIN BY’ ; F 

DAT , 
Sax 

Acting Attorney General Nicholas deB. Zatzenbach. § £5 : 
returned my carlier cailto him analadvisea himthatihbnad S973 + 
seen Dr, Martin Luther 3 sce who was accompanied by gS a8 

cw . 
Dr, Abernathy ang two otnsr cohorts, I stated that King wasa © ug : 
very persuasive sgeaker and Mr. Katronbacn indicated King oF 8.5 * 
WAS @ vreat public speaker and that was about all he coula say 8 S 33 
for King, : a os 

“OSS 

ndvyised hir, Katzenbach that I took the ball away 8 8 58 
from hing at the beginning, that King was most laudatory about sees 
ihe Surcau's work and 50 was Abernathy. i further advised =o *§ 
iar, Matwenuach that ing had a press etatement already write en es = 
cut to Band the newsmen in my reception room; that I refused ee 28 
to make any comment or statement myself; that King read his %& 368 
statement about having an open channel of communications and 97'S 
ali working for clyll rights. I stated that King diincthavein “ge s 
his oress statement the very commendatory sound he made, gS 8 
that he could not have been higher in his praise of the Sureau g a 
and of the great job we have done in the South. Mr, Katzenbach 27 > 
said that was too bad. snk 

. & = a 

i told IéMr, Katzenbach that I just wanted him to ce 
My {tow that I bad sone through with it. =. : ~ 

wh } (4 ee 
st Mr, Hateenbach then asked if I were yoing to tell 3 3 
oe vy the President about the slhuation In Misgissippi - about the gs 

Belmont arrests « at some point. lanswered yes, and Mr. Kaizenbach Te ts 
a said the £Sresident should pe informed. Ladvised him that we 
‘Gellahon --—ss—<C‘éikRk RM OE Gecided when it will be e, that it is beins considered. 

Rance HEC 14,29 066 79 5,3 
———— 4 it -_f xenox = 8 
Lh epeeamemet el nm oz “O54 ° @1 YEG 8 7964 f 
Tae note ee SEC a : d . dy 38 D c BOIZSDEC Rc AOR j Gandy IL ROHS TELETYPE UNIT co penem eet ee é. 
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Memorandum for Messrs. Tolson, Belmont, December i, 1964 
Mohr, DeLoach, Rosen . nm 

J Mr, Ratzenbach stated my people had discussed it with him and 
= | he thourht the way the Bureau proposes to go ahead is the richt 

way. i “gaid I tnought so, too. Mr. Hatzenbach said he had foid 
dim Walley this and suggested that I tell the Presitient that the 

. Department hed approved this way, Bir, Katzenbach stated it 
| . / Was guch a great joo the Bureau people did down there he would 

like the President to hear it from me. 
& AYERS RO CE Faken utes on oe 

” 

«= 

Very truly yours, 

ide E. H. 

John Edgar Hoover 
Director 
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7 MAY 1982 sone. =: Peery VU Jo i ~" U 7 

GSA GEN. REG, NO, 27 a | olson ye 

UNITED STATES GU@}NMENT | ® Se 
lL - Mr. Belmont oo 

M emorandum ca . 
1 - Mr. Deloach ; Salty 

ee ae — ms Gale = 

TO 8: W. GC, Sullives ma pare: 11/30/64 ie 
| 1 - Mr, Rosen LF Weoter 

1 = Mr. Sullivan i * “Tele. Room 

FROM : F, Je Baumgardner’ fs il - Liaison Gandy. 
Lm J, F. Bland “- 

Sy l-fF. J. Baumgardner ae 
SUBJECT: MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR; 1~ 5S. F. Phillips 

SECURITY MATTER ~ COMMUN st f / 5 
J Aull Dil CTHEWS fv Prater hk deanghe: of teeters /, A. : 

At. male “Obed fi. ANP Al dee, ds hi dude be , fi 
Sable mY from D, J. Brennan, Ire, to Mr, Sullivan, 

11/13/64, recommended, and the Director approved, that Legat 
Bates ,. london, be authorized to orally brief the United States 
Ambassadors in London and Oslo concerning Martin Luther King, 
The briefing was concerning both the communist influences on 
King and King's degenerates nature. Bates had requested such 
permission because he anticipated that the Ambassadors might 

4 — 
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a, 

» 4 
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a? 20 s, 

_y consider entertaining King while he is in Europe to receive thes 8. 
| Nobel Peace Prize and Bates believed he could forestall such © 3,3.. 

ae action by the Ambassadors if they were briefed. ay Pe 
a 7 ~~ ox 3 3 

22m Assistant Legat Minnich, London, telephoned early aes 
: today (11/30/64) and advised that Bates would also like to , Xk og. 

byief our Ambassadors at Stockhoim” and Copenhagen as King isto $s5 
iso visit these cities. The Legat's Office; tondon, will ek 

= telephone again via cost-free defense facilities tomorrow (12/4/42 
us cha 2 8 
= at Our Ambassador at Stockholm is a careex,Minister, 22g 
Se = Se. Graham, Parsons, The Ambassador at Copenhagen is Mrs,..Kathenine. 
=Z Elkus White, We have nothing unfavorable in our files “concernije~ 3 
= ON these two Ambassadors which would preclude giving them the same# 5 
=> briefing we previously gave the Ambassadors at London and Oslo, Ss 
= 2Nt Our relations with the Ambassadors are friendly and it is —WNi¥.,3 
#2 sbelieved that Bates should be permitted to brief en | a 

aus —! “J WNP UE 
RECOMMENDATION: : ‘pect 3 : Wh 2 i See ye Se 

a“ "Ve Se, 23 
If approved, we will tell Bates that he may orally Bis 

-brief our Ambassadors in Stockholm and Copenhagen along the 3S 
Same lines as he previously briefed the Ambassadors at London “A. 
and Oslo. Upon approval this memorandum should be routed to SSB 
Idaison for the RECs ety advice to bates via cost-free telephor.2 

; oy Ss facilities. - 

“+ .100-106670__ : 
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Orticwat fOfm NO. 10 
 MAT-3962 EDITION 
“Ss GEN. REG. MID. 27 

a . ‘UNITED STATE: 6." e MENT. ¢ @ 

‘ Memor: 

WT e Mohr 

3010—106 

ce woe 
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7m 

tees 

Novs.ucer 27, DATE: 

‘From -C. D.. Deli.oach 

SUBJECT 22 WILKINS 
EXECUTIVE S2aCRETARY 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMZEN 

OF COLORED PEOPLE (NAACP) 
APPOINTMENT 11/27/64 
FBI HEADQUARTERS 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 

a 

C 

= 

Roy Wilkins, Executive Secretary, Nationai As.ocia 
Aavancement of Colored People, called me from New York at 42:55 
stated that he had to fly down to Washington to see me im: edintely. 
had any available time. He apologized for attempting io 2. tang e an 
he termed a “holiday weekend. '' ITtold him the “holiacy we: sena"™ 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

made no aiifer 

- 

—Ots é 

Belmon- 

MOHD ase 3 

DeLoach 

Casper 
Callchan 

7 ee 

eae eee 

is ere etn err 

“Sukie ae ee rey “fF 

1964 

re ee jr 
eee 

Tele. Room 

Holmes 

Gandy 

1 

SolF| 

ation for the 
p.m, today. He  ~_| 
me asked ii I 

asoointment on what - 
smog , 
Vaatu 

epee 5 

to us and that despite his unwarranted statements concerninsy: the Director and the +3I, 
L would sit down and talk to him. 

Wilkins arrived at 4:00 p.m. #H : e stated that he was Jee s concernec. 
He made reference to the Director's Loyola speech iast Tuesday, 11/24/64, in which 

8 Np pee 

‘ 
* 

3GBEG 3A GAoevcos > ‘sine 

the Director had made reference to “sexual degenerates" in pressure groups. 
stated he personally knew about whom the Director was talking, although many other 
Negroes did not know. Wilkins added that he had receivec at ieast three newspaper 
inquiries during the past two days from individuals inquirin.. 
sexual degenerate or not. 

Wilkins told me that he personally did not mina BOS 
stated the important part of the matter, however, was the fact is ani. 
ae atire civil rights movement would be ruined, Wilkins sia: 

. that King was a “liar" and that he had little respect for heise 

t 
at 

Lee 

For 
Nw he e knew of the foprible things that “Edgar HooveE had said about Rev 

ar." Mrs. Wilkins replied, 'This doesn’t surp.; se me because sing isa: peter ae $2 

.; ..xins continued that while King is no good, his Ce >, Soc. Th: down... of thes} 
;entire civil rights movement. | /22¢ fEDPO = # fd C4 / 1G) ~ A 

NOT RECORDED) - ,- zi ms 
Wilkins told me that despite1bemfe parybpess«or 72 neha degene”. O, 

oan " 

22 Pat: J ms and communist allegations againsi ._i.3, many of 
areas Se . 

cixO associate~ 

=a i ~~ renderer 
a yYolson 

i - =. 38 elmont Enclosu patent AS s erepyyet Ge reanths3 Be Eo ee pacnest: ent 7s not fai 7 Gissemi- 

dies ose” ve Ses eG meee abratice, [ia use Fe Foe" eto elicit aeoueclags by 
I se Salli Vath gy Otec tan the eontes) ma ak a Cisclos ca to whe Eber ize VET SOI 

~~ © aa at we Wey 
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“mes ah qghg a the eugiess agproval_of . tie. Pusha. ease 
- x© Rg ae Ea a ee 2 
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See gre, gina ee met 
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Wilkins 

_ «8S TO uineraes King Was 2 |. 

<ing ruined. He 
“ing was ruined . 
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| DeLouth to. “Vionx Memo, 2/2/ 64 
Re: Roy Wilkins, Avpointment 11/27/84 

FBI Headquarters, Washington, D. C. 

= 

_, would jump to the defensive and defend King. On the other hend, however, many of the 
it white people who believe in the civil rights movement anc w who yearly contribute from 
$500 to $50, 000 to this movement will iramediately cease their financial support. 

| Wilkins added that the loss of financial support will be tremendous, however, the loss of 

feoula his movement who had greater influence and that pevh.vs i; ether Some pressure 

faith in King by millions of Americans would be even vorse. He stated the combination 
of the two would, of course, halt any further progress of the civil rights movement. 

‘Wilkins told me that he and a mimber of the Neovo ieacers had attempted 
several months ago to get King to accept the presicency of asmeli college. He stated 
King had refused to do this because he was accustomed to the hypocrisy of adulation 
and to the money that was pouring into him. He stated inal King for some time now has 
received from $500 to a $1,000 per speech on the icerrra circit. He mentioned that 
King receives considerable sunport from wealthy Nezro and whice ceople alike. He 
stated that obviously the best thing thai the Negro leaders csule ¢s now would be to get 
King to accept a position as Pastor of a large Negro church 27c chereby retire forever 
as a leader of the Negroes, 

Wilkins stressed the zact that he was noi s€e*g .ce 25S an emissary. He 
stated he had some influence on King but not much. H2 adcoc that there were others 

could be brought on King. Wilkins then added that he hoped Thai tae FBI would not 
expose King before something could be done. 

J interrupted Wilkins. at this point, I told him “ac the “4rector, of 
course, did not have in mind the destruction of the civil rights mc.¢cment as a whole. 
I told him the Director sympathized with the civil richts movemeé.it as exemplified by the 
Director's supervision of the FBi's many brilliant ace “axplishmenis in this fieid, I 
added, however, that we deesly and bitterly resented tne lies and falsenoods told by 
‘King and that if Kine wanted war we certainly would give itto him. Wilkins shook his 
heac and stated there was 10 doubt in his mind as to which side would lose if - “BI 
really came out with a:\ of its ammunition against King. I told hira the ammun. 7n 

was <lentiful and thet whi: we were not acepone = for the many face “Ss Seka & -» tiated 
agerast King, we had hearc of these rumors and were certainly in 2 2csition to 
subszantiate them. 

I told Wilkins that inasmuch as :.e was attempting io nm. - dut th 2t 

of peace he should know 2 few positive facts of jife. He asked what * usant. - be . 

hir. my point was that he was attemptin:::9 pr vent the FBI from ex; -sing Kin:, , 5: 

cexr-uin highly-placed informants of ours had i* sped us off td 2soluteiy reliabic unior- 

ma~ion that King had organized a bitter crusa:. against the Director arc the Fu... : 

told Wilkins __ these long-standing and 211 placed informants had ac?.sedus t%-- .-:S 
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é DeLdach £ fo Mohr Memo, 11/27/64 a | : 
"Re: Roy Wilkins, Appointment 11/27/64 

- FBI Headquarters, Washington, D. C. 

had contacted eepie in various parts of the United States to get them ‘io send telezrams 
to the President, the Attorney General, and the FBI asking for Mr. Hoover's retire- 

-ment or resignation. I told Wilkins that King had aiso encouraged telegrams to be 
sent advising the FBI of laxness in the investigation of civil rights matters. I asked 
Wilkins how in the hell could he expect the FBI to believe his offers of friendship anc 
request for peace when King was ai this time. attempting to ruinus. Wilkins merely 
hung his head and stated he had no idea that King was carrying on such a campaign. Ze 
stated that this upset him greatly and made him all the more determined to initiate 
action to remove King as soon as possible. 

Wilkins stated that he had long noted King's sympathy toward the 
|< communist movement. He told me this obviously stemmed from Stanley Levinson’'s 
influence on King. Wilkins diverted from ihe subject of the conversation to spend som? 
time in explaining that he had also noted communist influence in the civil rights move- 
ment in Mississippi. He stated that the cry of "Down with tre Proletariat" Was getting 
to be the baitlecry of the militant Negroes in Mississippi ana -icbama. He mentioned 

the same thing was true with respect to Negro allegations of ‘axness on the part of the 
FBI. He mentioned that the Negroes have been led by King ana Sayard Rustin to 
believe that the FBI could do nothing right; conseduently, FEi sciucion of civil rights 
cases made little impression upon some Negroes in the civil ri2.uts movement. 

Wilkins stated he was wrong in his criticism of the a -rector. He added 
that he was attempting to accomplish, in a mild manner, a division catween the battle 
of the Director and Xing and any phases of the battle which wouic x eftect upon the civil 

.rights movement. He stated he has a hardtime controlling nis ¢z-i2n Board of 
Directors, particularly since King is a member of this boara. He then added, "We're 
hurting, '' and something must be done. 

Wilkins told me that he will be lecturisg in California rost all of next 
week. He stated that before he leaves for the coasc he will ee *+ .ee King, along 

with other Negro leaders, and tell King that he can*t possibly win in anv battle ‘with the 
FB? and that the best thing for him to do is to retire from puLii:. ice, c1e Stated he 
may now have any success in this regard, however, that he is scwsinced that the FBI 
can easily ruin King overnight, therefore, for the ecod oc. the czvil rights cause King 
should make definite plans to leave public life and merely ve Sales of a Negro church 

in the future. I told Wilkins this, of course, was up to: ae however, I wantec to 

reiterate once again most strongly, that if King wanted wa:' we were oreparead 2 give 

z -< 
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-BeLoach to Mohr Memo, 11/27/64 
Re: Roy Wilkins, Appointment 11/27/64 

FBI Headquarters, Washington, D. C. 

it to him and let the chips fall where they may. Wilkins stated this would be most 
. disasterous, particularly to the Negro movement and that ne noped this would never 
come about. Itold him that the monkey was on his back ana that of the other Negro 
leaders. He stated he realized this. We then shook hands and he-left to return to 
New York. sak? 

& 

ACTION; © , 

It is suggested that the attached letter be sent to the President in 
connection with the above conversation. 
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Date: 11/25/64 

i 

» ‘ 
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Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

Vig __ AIRTEL ! 
(Priority or Method of Mailing) 

O: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-106670) 

FROM: LEGAT, S@NDON (100-3329) (P) 6 P (4 Z 

SUBJECT: MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR, 

f i 

uy 

Remyairtel 11/13/64 and Bucab 11/10/64. 

On November 19, 1964, in accordance with Bureau instruct- 
ions, I orally furnished to U. S. Ambassador BRUCE in London the 
approved portion of referenced Bucab. The Ambassador Was most 
appreciative of this information. He advised that he would not 
be in London at the time subject will be here, as he is going to 
Washington with Prime Minister WILSON and other top British 

Government officials. He said this would of course preclude any 
| gmeeting KING might desire to have with the Ambassador. y 

On November 20, 1964, this matter was again discussed , 
Ke with Sir ROGER HOLLIS } of Mi-5S. He confirmed that the Prime ft 
5 Minister would not be in Loudon when subject was here and that 
5 theréfore the Prime Ministér-would not be meeting with KING, (SY 

ome 
BYSP2Z AUWKP 

SSIFY ON: ey 9,7 
Z 

~ SEND 
BRSSIE} : 

DECLP 

of BAYARD RUSTIN, who isfcurrently“in London. Legat will furnish 
the pertinent information NG on a highly confidential basis 

to the American Ambassador in Oslo on November 30, 1964. 
Uesaii nites natialinmnnt sss FRA Re ; 

MI-5 is vho is (Currentuy’in Lond regarding the activities 

t 1 # O 

a4? ha 

We are closely FOLLOW Ne ee BERTON CONANT will a). { gl 

Bureau Lint ormed, PEON 1S yen UENCE HSSIF: wet) sy one 

cp bOERO acest eee at 
f, * Nee 

\— 

3 - Bureau 
ia -/ 5C et ; e

e! 

1 - Liaison Section (sent direct) 5 
2 - London co 

(1 - 100-1535) Af DE /ETIONS fy protect ~ Sfnif 
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GSA GEN, REG, NO, 27 . 

. .. UNITED STATE. e IMENT. 
Tolsén Es 

: : mont 

1 , ohr 
M i DeLoach - 

f ; Casper 
Ein 0 Ta il a in Callahan 

Cc. 

TO | Mr. W. C. Sullis DATE: November 24, 1964 xi gist 
n 

t ra Tavel 

, D Trotter 

Toe : D,. J. Brennan, Jr. ( us, a a ae Tele. Ron 

0 OAT BY Ne ri 

; rs pers 
sugect: MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. Dh. 

Reference is made to memorandum Brennan to Sullivan in 

SECURITY MATTER - C 

captioned matter dated 11-23-64, wherein it was set forth that the 
Bureau had no objection to State Department briefing the United 
States Information Agency from material previously furnished State | 
regarding King, including information concerning King's immoral jar 4 
conduct. oo Aa" 

Mr, Paul J. McNichol, Director of Security, USIA, advisec 1 
Liaison 11-23-64, that he had, on that date, been briefed by eee 
Mr, Fred Traband, Office of Security, State, regarding King. In..{°'/: 
this connection, he stated that he desired to make a most urgent: fh a 
request that he be furnished the material in possession of State’, tape os 
and any related material available regarding King. Mr, McNichol; / Me an a 
explained that currently top officials of USIA, namely Assistant a | rn 
Directors, have under consideration an approach to King for the ees t 
purpose of “enticing him to accept a State Department grant under ‘ ae 
USIA sponsorship for travel to Europe, Africa and the near East, ae 
such a trip to take place in early December. McNichol emphasized S 
that he desires this material so that USIA officials can be adequately JB 
briefed for the purpose of oe any such assignment being, y»wAj Z id 
offered to King by USIA. 3 ey OF & vy 6/06 670 54 SOV i Be 

e —On being apprised Bote Bid Assistant. a: Director ss 
: Belmont authorized the di oo of reports and memoranda as Q 
i. described above to USIA. wy oe dee i A 
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SUBJECT: ACTING ATTORNEY GENERAL e | 
NICHOLAS deB. KATZENBACH ros AL iii CONTAINED 
REMARKS CONCERNING DIRECTOR | .; Bape 

MIAMI, FLORIDA, 11-20-64 Te SATIYF2700 oy EZOLRP 
© 

talked with Mr. Wick. He said Mr. Katzenbach had just finished a press conference \ 

bach is in Florida to speak before the University of Miami Law School alumni 
tomorrow, 

At the conference, said Frohbose, were several Federal Judges, 
other Federal officials and, of course, TV, radio, wire service ana local press 
representatives, 

At the press conference Mr. Katzenbach was asked if he thought J. 
Edgar Hoover should retire after making remarks concerning King. Mr. Katzenbach 
answered by stating Mr. Hoover should not retire, that he has complete confidence 
in Mr, Hoover and he is one of the great Americans and a devoted public servant. 
Katzenbach said that he hoped and prayed that Mr. Hoover would stay on. 

‘"- ‘The press asked what Mr. Katzenbach thought of Mr. Hoover's state- 
‘ment calling King a notorious liar.- Katzenbach said he would not’add nor detract 
from Mr. Hoover" s statement and he would not comment on it further. 

- A 
Mr. Katzenbach was asked if Martin Luther King's statement that the 

| FBI is not investigating civil rights matters in the South is true. Mr. Katzenbach 

| 

i 

said King's statement is not true. He said the FBI has solved many cases and is 
investigating cases and will c continue to jovestigat ‘ivil rights cases wherever they 

e. He said the FBI as‘welta as Kitzentarh Onot want cases to go unsolved. 
: L REUURD 
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At 3:50 p.m. today SAC Frohbose of the Miami Office telephoned and 7 . 
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| Frohbose said Katzenbach backed up the Director 100 per cent and 
| nis remarks were very well received by news media people. 

Seg ~ Weg verey Mert rade wae 

Frohbose said that he has heard nothing but praise of Mr. Hoover - 
from news media people who are grateful to know Mr. Hoover said what is on his 

mind. 

RECOMMENDATION: 
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_ SUBJECT: MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. 
| INTERNAL SECURITY — C 

-, : elgg 
At 3:30 p.m., 11/20/64, -SAC Ponder of our Atlanta 

Office called and advised that AT 1379=Szhad just furnished 
some additional information whic hw as of interest to the Bureau, 

~., 

eaten Son Shame sere RoR 

oy FS 
3 According to the source, [Martin Luther King, Jr t : 

—. wife, Corretta, made the statement she pedieved. the  pieecter: - ¥ ‘i 
S Spt wi LL try “‘oWarrange a meeting with King : ‘in. the “immediate future, 
a7 & She.added, that ‘the Director - will retire withina week. * “pecause 2 : ? 

oo ad a 
tet te 

wf i. 
Sd 

they ne GB. oor, sofeniim! - "4 : Bee IO 
BU ‘vee 4, 
AT 1379- O* 2150.20vised, that. art 2D REer, Mee & 

ei f 
=F 3 | 
= = i 

= = = <b cn Kee sede aiiaee” S a ; Ur. 'S 
ee "| father talked | with Corretta-King.and_ told per to \epunsel Se : 

2 > 32 | Martin Luther King tan TE ne arent O,_. take it easy..and.to,.be. moderate 4 
tate ain his approach to this problem. (He was talking about King's : 

% & Sx comments™concerning the ‘Director’ Ss statement. ) J . KG i 
SoS SE et ee te ramet ; 

© esa ACTION: j yi: & ACTION | 
eae a™ \ e 
ey re oy * ~_ s a I told Ponder to continue to keep the Bureau advised =." 
se concerning any pertinent developments. : iS 
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MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. 
SECURITY MATTER — COMMUNIST 
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At 1 p.m., 11/19/64,SAC Roney of our New York Office. 
calied to furnish information concerning 2 proposed reply 
King will make to the Director's statement concerning him. 
which appeared in the aca <7 gs of the “Washington Post 
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We learned from NY 423 2-S* the following conversation 
which took place today between Harry Wachtel and Bayard Rustin, 

Wachtel said he had drafted something he felt 
Rustin asked 

advisors to King. 
King (Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.) should release. 
Wachtel if he thought King should make a statement and Wachtel 

There is set forth as foliows the text of the said ne should, 
proposed statement as drawn up by Wachtel, 

"TJ have not seen the exact text of J. Edgar Hoover's 
press interview in which, among other things, he attacked the 
Warren Commission report and questioned my integrity. j 
amount of name-calling or slanders can serve as a smoke screen, 

~*~ to hide the signal failure of the FBI to adequateiy perform 
its duties whether they relate to the events leading up-to 

-:the assassination of President Kennedy, protection of Negroes STN 
against violence in the South.or in the control of the Kin. 

‘ Klux Klan and other extreme rights groups. Ww 
- the personal attack on my integrity Twill not allow:Mr. Rees 

No 

White j{ resent 

2 ot, mF eo . 

DUSTRY SS 

i 

COR a 
“e EO EMR TE ere 2 Ba ond 

= to biur the real issue, namely, that during a reign of terror™ ff) | 
rand violence in many southern communities, the Negro peopie 
‘ peceived neither aidror comfort from the FBT. 
is the place of birth of Federal FBI Agents. 
matters is that the Negroes in southern communities heave ae 
<zearned from bitter experience that the FBI did not act in 
these communities to protect them against brutality and 

Just as no amount of snide comment can overcome the 
criticism by the Warren Commission of the FBI's role -in the 
tragic events of last November, neither can Mr. Hoover's 
olitburst erase the dismal record of the FBI in the South on 

Yiolence, 

brutality, bombings, murder and church bombings. 
distemper of Mr. Hoover does, however, 
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“clearly to the American people and that is that he has 
outlived his usefulness as the head of the FBI or as a 
public servant. I am confident that this public display 
of distemper will not go unnoticed by the President." 

Rustin then replied to Wachtel that he liked the 
statement with two exceptions. One is that Wachtel should drop 
the part about King being resentful because King is not resentful. 
Rustin said that the second thing he was against was the 
conclusion, Rustin said King does not want to inject himself 
or allow himself to be injected by this incident into something 
involving the President. Wachtel then asked Rustin if he was 
against both parts of the last statement, namely, the part 
about Hoover having outiived his usefulness and the part about 
the President noticing the distemper. Rustin said he was in 
favor of taking both parts out. He said that instead they 
could say "The question which now confronts us is whether a 
person of such intemperance can any longer serve as a public 
servant.” Rustin said it is better to have this:in the form 
of a question because it is strong and aiso because King is not 
a person who says this person has to go, etc. Wachtel said he 
agreed with the changes and said to Rustin that he had written 
.the statement in anger. Wachtel said he would call Dora McDonald, 
King's secretary, in Atlanta to let King know that we will be 
together from 2 to 3 p.m. today and that he, King, shouid avoid 
the press until he speaks to us. Rustin said all King shouid 
say is that he will have a statement later on. 

OBSERVATION : 

As you know, Bayard Rustin has publiciy admitted 
having been associated with the communist movement in the 
past. Harry Wachtel is not known to have been a Communist 
Party member; however, there are indications he may also 
have been associated with the communist movement in the 
1940's and we presentiy are conducting investigation to 
determine this. . 
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Memorandum to W. C. Sullivan 

RE: MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR, 
100-106670 

The significant thing involved here is not that 
these individuals have jumped quickly to King's defense, 
but rather that they are seizing the opportunity, in line 
with a long-heid communist objective, to launch a campaign 
to oust the Director as head of the FBI. 

The important thing at this point is to follow 
this matter closely to determine the degree to which King 
follows their advice in regard to issuing the statement 
prepared by Wachtel for we will then have further evidence 
of the extent to which King is being used by communist 
sympathizers in support of communist objectives. 

For the time being, we should hold dissemination 
of the information in abeyance until we see which way King 
moves. Then we can put the whole picture together and make 
appropriate dissemination. 

ACTION: 

L toid SAC Roney to call our Atlanta Office and 
advise them of this development. I told him to instruct the 
Atlanta Office to be alert to any additional information which 
may be developed through their sources and to keep the Bureau 
advised expeditiously. 
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CORE HEADCUARTERS Hope 
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NEW YORK CITY . J KH jackie “j Git 

Jar he Ay te ft” oe Cy 7 f { My 

Val Coleman of CORE Headouarters callec this morning and said oe 
that CORE felt it had no alternative but to issue a statement in resuttal to STA 

Mr. Eoover 's *intermperate" attack on Dr. ing. _ Colsz 2@n Said certainly he “xs ae { 

} and the CORE leaders consiaerea the FP Bias a friena ot tHReirsS Tuc ne just could ao . i 

j not understand why Br. cover would lash out agains: a men Lie pr. Bing, Si is | 
and he acded that he wanted to let us lmowfor. the record that COn2felithey °° o4 8 
had to issue a stronz statement. Sa aS: 

as ape ° ¢ 

: . A @, Ss: 
It was suggested to Coleman privately that he mizht want to =f ee 

back up and think a minute veiore he criticized the FBI severely, <hat certainlys 73a. ' 
attacked the civil rishts movement, thet fr. Hoover had 3955+. 

SE eS erJorcement x 

officers in the South who actually participated in civil rights vicioticns and whog «- 
vther pointed outs & 

Mr. Hoover hac not a 
on the other hand been vizorously critical of the low-tyve law 

tuts. 
£57 oo}, 2.Oni 

a 

keen people haspy at CORE he would still have to rele 

were a disgrace to the law enforcement profession. it was furthe sk —S | 

to Coleman that Mr. Hoover's statement regarding King's asseriion with respect “2 } 

to the Albany, Georgie, situation was simply a matter ot calling a spade a S82 aw 

soade, and that clearly and opviousiy Kang had lied. we Brey 

ue § 
Coleman said he would think the matter over and that he would {532 ; 

want to modify his original statement. He concluded his c all by saying that to @=3 | 
ase 2 “preit; strong” SA 

22 i Coleman said that he hoped to be down in Washington within the 

Mhiate 
» Bee O 
ta we : - P 

statement. 3 

next ten days or so and would like to drop by and he was assured that we as , 

would be glac to tals with him at anytime. j/* fe G— (OG ?  & 7 . S28 4 
NOT AECORLD= — eo 
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| Date: November 13, 1964 : 
Transmit the following in # 

Lt (Type in plain text or code) / 

. ia AIRTEL ie 
\\ , x (Priority or Method of Mailing) 

703 DIRECTOR, FBI — -106670) Below EXC1StTHS =~ 
yw ‘Cou fu ie ATA tr Fiertsably 72) Amt 
FROM: LEGAT, moNpeN. (100-3329) (P)- Tyte aeguc-r 34g Ay 

ah Ca SNE RT The TRY ly FOR ah MER BY RE: MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR, -- what L 
Si - & ts 

| SECuR ips MATTER ~ CaNmnvunisrT hay oie 

ReBucab 11/10/64, received 3:00 AM, 11/11/64, 
i Al Herma Ri NOICATES "Data [hi Sépnba of : 
torgigs letheence Information contained in reBucab concerning subject 
(ative and BAYARD RUSTIN was furnished on the morning of Navember 11,1964, 
(pr d \eOPSix_ ROGER HOLLIS, British Security Service, MI-5/ He was 

advised that this information was being firar ied s So that it might 
be given on a highly confidential basis to Prime Minister NTL SON. 

“A 
On the morning of November 13, 1964, Frid S said this 

information had been furnished to the Prime. Minister. HOLLIS FFi4 
commented that he was indeed grateful to the Director for this 
information, He was not at the moment aware of the action to, be 
taken by the Prime Minister, but that such information was of 
extreme value. 

wi EKA 
> 

eae HOLLIS also advised that RUSTIN. had “agwivea x 
on the morning of g of November 13, from the United States. RUSTIN a 
‘told the Immigration authorities that he was in England to see ! 
the Secretary of State Qlonies and to make arrangements for’ ~ 
; KING's ftorthcoming a" While in London, RUSTIN would be staying 
at Friends International Center. 2cavistock Square, london, W.C.1. 
MI-5 is covering RUSTIN's activities and 1 this, matter a - 

a with. Mi=5 an 5 and t the Bu Bureau advised, of 

iF “~~ ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED =“ YR O= 
ve Pes : HEREIN IB, UNCLASSIFIED. arg ob 

3 ~ Bureau DATE IO — 
1 - Liaison Section (sent direct) 

Weor -, Lendoan, HEE. 5 art Veet Se ae 

‘€100-1535) |, , 34 : ‘seen eee 
. «4 i 

N CWB: ec 1, Se, . 21 NOV 161 
. gues i’; 

ThiSGenr SH is Hi ts i resnonse to ony repides Gz not on discon — ‘ cpbieonase RATIOS {> oi er vr an OU ea fee. T's aren ne 7 sage Lagl ty et — ~'t ea 4 

* ere 0 oF, hy]. proceebiccas b0 a: 
our Cait va’ 2 and the content may not b+ cicclosed to wausticog izéd pers : FT ele nel withowt tire mee ya Sagara of Loa MDT DCTSOR- sai » 

ae os, <. =~ ‘i A S Lag : - te oe => 

pRroves:. Se ee SONG eee Pet : 
~ Special Agent in Charge | eiglate 

4 

"oo, Wick 
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O Z—- Mr, DolLoach 

WABTIN LUTHER BING, IR, li ~ Hr, Evans 1 - Hr, Biande 

SECORITY WATTS =|» CoahoNIstT tn ir, Posen i = hr, Philiips | 

i ~ tir, Suilivan 
i- _ Baumgardner 

x 
Ss 

A elemanhiia source of this Bureau who has 
furnished reliable information in the mast Supplied the 
folioving intormation on November 2, 19643 

<C 

On the morning of November 2, 1964, Martin Luther 
King, dr., 2t Atlanta, Georgia, learned of a campaign which i 
had been initiated to encoureze people to vote for him as a ho 
write-in candidate for President of the United States during ~ 4 

CO the election on Hovenber 3, 1964, The camraign was to take @ oO 
SE Several forms, including telegrans to Heeroes throughout - §& Cc < 
a the country; efforts to gain radic time to urge people to - es ts 

| vote for Hing; and the circulation of handbilis in large. > SS a 
Ag cities encouraging a vote for King. ge 2S Ss 

RS Aes 
According to this Bureau's source, Eng interpreted Ss 

the actions described above as an cbvious nitempt to canced B= 4 
cout the Negro vote and to confuse Negroes in their voting,* Ba Ine 
King expressed the belief that the campaign was initiated “6 _, 
by Goldvater forces on the basis that any votes for Kizg ae 
by Hegroes would obviously lessen the number of such vetes & §& a 
for President Lynden B, dohnsen, King held a press confer= &.° 
ence in &tianta on the moraing of November 2, 1964, at which «4 
he treportediy told the press of the foreg oing and denied a 
nsving any connection with the caucaign on his behalz. At i 
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oved__BECL0 KaSgistent Attorney Gdneral 

this conterence ke urged peopie not to pay any attenticn 
to the efforts being expended to have peosie vote tor him, 

This information is Biso being furnished to the 
Honorable Sill BD, Moyers, Syeciai Assistant to the President, 

a pence 1 - Ths Beouty Attorney General 

veri Yezgley. ., e 
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The Acting Attorney General 

NOTE s 

Cisssified "Ceriidtertiar’ as information is 
from 2 sensitive source of the Atianta Office and whiie 
most of the information may scon become public, some 
protection of the scurce is necessary. Information was 
obtained from our Atlanta Office by tro teleprone calis 
10:45 a.m. and 11:40 a.m,, 11/2/64, By memorandum 
from F. J, Baumgardner to Hr. WW. C. Sullivan 11/2/64 
this information was immediately made known to Bureau 
officiais and enabled Mr, DeLoach’'’s Office to immediately 
alert the White House, 
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and 11:40 a.m., today (11~2-64), we learned of the following Band 
information through a highly sensitive source, Martin Luther = § 3-3 L 
King, Jr., just learned this morning of a campaign which has Leal 
been initiated to encourage people to vote for King for presiden ASS 
as a write-in candidate 11-3-64, The campaign is taking several Ske 
forms, including telegrams being sent to Negroes throughout the a 

country; efforts to gain radio time to urge people to vote for ee ee 
King; and the circulation of handbilis in larger cities encouraging: ae 
a vote for King, The handbilis reveal distribution by Committee =u: 3 

for Negroes in the Government," Louisville, Kentucky, (No record trig’ 
organization Bufiles. p28 ay 

According to our source, King interpreted the actions % fhiza=_ 
described above as an obvious attempt to cancel out the Negro A Hie 
vote and to confuse Negroes in their voting, King believes =} ‘S$ 
that the campaign was initiated by Goldwater forces because §  , } me os 
any votes for King by Negroes would obviously diminish the | earocien 
number of such votes for President Johnson, \ EE 3 a 

King held an immediate press conference in Atlanta, tS as 

Georgia, this morning in which he told the press of the foregoing, #0" 
and denied having any connection with the campaign. He urged Ba & 053 

people not to pay any attention to the efforts to have people : g ae 

vote for him, s Wo 

ACTION : Ap ge 
ae a. Rs. aioe 

The foregoing information was immediately telephonicallys ae) 

furnished to Mr. DeLoach's Office so that he might alert*?the sos 
White House. This is for your immediate attention. Letters to &8* 
the White House and to the Acting Attorney General are being Sas 
cuped st toussy prepared, LOG ~1Of ety. aa SAB = 3 
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UNITED STATES Gov a RNMENT oe 
Casper 

Memorandum ee Conta... = oe 
DeLoach 
Evans 222 

oe at Gale eo eee 

DATE: Rosen — 
MR. BELMON 4/23/64 Sullivan 

Tavel 
Frotter ps 
Tele. Room 

W. C. Su an . : cc Mr. Belmont a 
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED Mr. DeLoach 

CLASSIF] Mr, Sullivan g 
MAR LUTHER KING } 

4, 
I received a call at 5:25 p.m. from the San Fr 

Office to advise that Dr. Martin Luther King ka, as predicted, 
issued his written statement to the press. It caused a great © 
geal of interest and undoubtedly it will be mentione as 
tonite around the country on radio & TV. : | 

King mentioned the Director by name and, in substance, Al ae 
put hin in the cavesory of southern politicians ana racisvs _} | 
who are oppoSiny tne Sill of HERTS. ee 2NG2Cases Cast toe 
Director, if notniasy more, Would be used by these peerle sor L 
MAintaininy sesreyation, all because tre Pirector macs Feat -—~--. 
King regarcs as beinz a faise statement chariing communist —" -..% 
infiltration and influence in the civil rignts and negro ue 3 

movement. = be 

King challenged the Director that if he had any real - 
evidence, to come forth with it. He went on to say that the 
leaders of the Negro movement have tried consistently to 
keep communists out of policy-forming areas and positions of 
leadership. 

King quoted the AG against the Director, to the effect 
that it is to be expected that communists will try to infiltrate 
civil rights movements, but they had not succeeded in making 
thé expected impact. 
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King, at the end, repeated his dartenge to the Director 
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4 | waren al 
‘TO: MR, A. BH. BELMONT  . -DaTE: April 23, 1964 Rosen an 
Es Sullivan = 

: 2 Tavel “ 

i-Mr. Beimont re? Trotter 
FROM : HR, W. C. SULLIY i-r. Hohr 2 Tel Room 

es 1l-Hr. Suilivan > eld 

Soxject: COMMUNIST PARTY, USA OS ee ee ae Pilih we. 
. iaeedtiejccig bot  [-Mr. Baumgardner f 4 COMMUNIST -INFLUENCE IN ee cht pee 

RACIAL HATTERS eo esas. Vo AL ae 
INTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST ‘ PS. a Uf p> 

| NEO a 
Assistant Special Agent in Charge Paul O'Connell,f 

San Francisco Office, called at 5:25 p.m. today (4/23/34) _ 
and dictated the substance of Martin Luther King's statement : 
issued to the press this afternoon (4/23) at the International ¢, | x. 

Airport in San Francisco. The statement itself, with further . oe 
details, is being sent in tonight to the Bureau. z ; 

a 
The statement, as dictated over the phone, is set -3_b 

forth below: Sit : 
i OAM , 

z=, 
Statement of Reverend Martin Luther Hing, Ppresicent, 
Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC), 
Atlanta, in Response to lr. J. Edgar Hoover's Charge 
that Communists Had Infiltrated the Civil Rights 
HNovement. 

qt is very unfortunate that Mr. J. Edgar Hoover, in his 
7 Claim of alleged communist infiltration in the civil rights © 

movement, has allowed himself to aid and abet the salacious 
~" claims of southern racists and the extreme right-wing , 1 

"(-se@lements. I hope this is not a reflection of a tragic a oe 
- drift toward the renaissance of McCarthyism that so . o on 
\fterribly blighted the life and health of our nation. ‘ae 
: The more Significant truth is the amazing lack of success 
“that ‘communism has met in attracting the Negro, who. An 
easily might be tempted to turn to Some other disciple to 
gain respite from his desperate plight. 
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The issue of communist “infiltration in the civil rights 
movement iS not new. I have dwelt with it time and time 
again. In fact, one had good reason to believe it was 
letven a decent burial when Attorney General Robert F. 
}Kennedy answered Senator Maroney's inquiry to the FBI, 
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MEMORANDUM TO MR. BELMONT FROM MR. W. C. SULLIVAN 

Re: CP,USA; NEGRO QUESTION; 
- COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS; IS - C. 

,on this question last summer; "It is natural and inevitable 
that communists have made efforts to infiltrate the civil 
Jriches movement and to exploit the current racial situation. 
in view of the real injustices that exist and the resentments 
against them, these efforts have been remarkably unsuccessful." 

From my own experience in the civil rights movement, this 
observation by the head of the Department of Justice is, 
indeed, true and it should be paid heed by those who 
periodically raise this issue. One may ask, why iS this 
dead issue being resurrected at tais tine? why is tis 
issue being used now to Smear and attack the civil rights 
movement and the SULC. ‘ve in the SCLC adhere to our policy: 
we do not accept in léadershin or authoritative places or 
at Svelk tevyels SoS cerccip Or Tee acvice Cr scones s. 
We C5521 GCer S965) 2S o 7S 3NCo. ati ce Wits Sur. Greco > and 
Spot Col Vs oe (So tS SSC Gay 2S. 20 Sci 2ere Tes feet ican 
Grean, @ Concert -.ictt 1S alren to those who espouse the 
concept ot tre Communist Party. 

We challenge ali who raise the "red" issue, whether they be 
newspaper columnists or the head of the FBI himself -- to come 
forward and provide real evidence which contradicts this stand 
of the SCLC. We are confident that this cannot be done. 

We at the SCLC must be judged by our record. I stand fully 
and forthrightly behind the action taken by myself in my 10 
years of civil rights activity and of the SCLC which I have 
been privileged to lead Since its inception in 1957. No 
action, no deeds, no statement requires repudiation as being 
inconsistent with our struggle to achieve an America free 
of segregation through nonviolent persuasion and direct action. 

We will continue to be vigilant against communist infiltration, 
but we will also serve notice that we will continue To 
resolutely wage the struggle for the full emancipation of the 
Negro. We will not allow ourselves to be diverted. We will 
not allow Eastland, Barnett or the George Waliaces to use 
the "red" issue to block our efforts, to split our ranks or 
-confuse our supporters. This resolution we make, ever 
mindful that every effort is being made by the racists and the 
Birchites to sow dissention and confusion to bring about the 
defeat of the pending civil rights legislation. 
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MEMORANDUM TO HR, BELMONT FROM MR. W. C. SULLIVAN 

Re: CP,USA; NEGRG QUESTION; 
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS; IS - C. 

philosophy of communism. It is based on unethical 
relativism, a metaphysical totalitarianism, and the denial 
of human freedom, which we could never accept. 

E affirm that SCLC is ynalterably opposed to the misguided 

and the FBI 

responsible 
chiidren as 

3 So comp 

t 

The Domestic Inteliicente PD 3 
On material which can be used to rezru % Hing sca 
This is being pushed extremely hard and wail be given 

It is difficult to accept the word of the FBI on communist 
infiltration in the civil rights movement, when they have 

letely ineffectual in resolving the continued 
imayhem and prutality inflicted upon the Negro in the deep 
South. It wouid be encouraging to us if Er. Foover 

would be as diligent in apprehending those 
for bombing churches and killing little 
they are in seecing out alleszed communist 

infiltration in the civil rights st.ovement. 

~~ 

Director promptly for his consideration. 

RECOLIMENDATION: 

For information. 
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UNITED STATES co VERNMENT Assoc. Dir. 
Dep. AD Adm. — 

a Dep. AD Inv. — 

M emorandum | ‘tc 
TO Mr. Walsh DATE: 11/26/75 ele eco 

oe 

FROM Intell. 

Laboratory 

Legal Coun. ___ 

Plan. & Eva}. —_ 

SUBJECT ° 2 Ce 

; Telephone Rm. —_ 

Seon ACTIVITIES Director Soe'y — 

Reference is made to memorandum, Mr. Adams from Legal 
Counsel, dated 11/24/75, which requested seneral input from all divisions 
and specific ea certain divisions by COB A1/28/ 75 relative to the 
preparation of 4, Briefing Book for the use of the-4ttorney General .on the 
occasion of his appearance before the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence 
Activities... 

Attached hereto are inserts responsive to referenced memorandum 
representing the coordinated efforts of the Inspection and acainistrative, 
Divisions. r 

¥ 
tw et mange 

Se 8 RECOMMENDATION: : SF 

That this matter be referred to Legal Counsel Division for 
inclusion of attachments in the Briefing Book being prepared. 

ve 
i. (3 ¥ wall |’ & i 
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4 DEC 301975 

a ee ery 

1 - Mr. Bassett | aS 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ¢ Assoc. Dir. 
Bayh Dep. AD Adm. _ 

\ Memorandum oo 
Comp. Syst. —__ 

TO : Mr. Mciber mye & DATE: 11-26-79 ee 

| games 
FROM: H. R. | Hanoy mou 

Z Plan. & Eval. f_ 

sugject: TESTIMONY BY THE ATTORNEY GENERAL Saha 7 
BEFORE THE SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ecleae U4 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES ee 

“Yet 
Memo from Legal Counsel to J.B. Adams of 11-24-75 captioned as 

above, advised Attorney General Levi is scheduled for an appearance before 
the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence Activities and a request has been 
received from the Department for the Bureau to provide material which will 
be used in the preparation of a briefing book for Mr. Levi's testimony. 

One of the areas specifically mentioned as being of interest and 
regarding which information from the Bureau is sought concerns the "Official 
and Confidential"’ (OC) files. Referenced memo requested material be submitted 
to the Office of Congressional Affairs by close of business Friday, 11-28-75. 

Attached hereto is an insert setting forth data regarding forme 
Director Hoover's OC files. / Oe p 

eee 

fi 

RECOMMENDATION: 

Refer to Legal Counsel Division 
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ho f Mr. J. A. Mintz 
(1-Mr. J. B. Hotis) 

1 snag Mr. W. R. Wannall 

f 1 - Mr. W. 0. Cregar 

The Attorney General November 24, 1975. 

i 
i 

Director, FBI 
Ses 

vt 

U. Ss SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
ON ere ACTIVITIES (SSC) é 

tJ Ou, 

Reference is made to SSC letter dated November 7, 
1975, containing requests for materials concerning Martin Xe 
Luther King, Jr., and FBI memorandum dated November 1/7, 1975, 
which furnished a partial response to requests in referenced \ 
SSC letter. 

_ wt 

ot = 4 

“ 
* (hod 

<a 
~y. 

Enclosed for your approval and forwarding to the Cy 
SSC is an original of a memorandum to supplement informatio a 
supplied the SSG in referenced FBI memorandum. This material-7\ 
is in response to Items 3 and 4 of referenced SSC letter. ~S 

e- “e 

Also enclosed for your records is a copy of the 2 ~ 
at memorandum which is being delivered to you with a set of the 

Xe materials which are being delivered to the SSC. - \ ~ 
: Mec 

Enclosures (2) aw sy 
* e ; 

L 62~116395 , 
DEA 9; Se 

: 1 ~ The Deputy Attorney General R cC-3f) *~ . 
Attention: aoe E. min ag Jr. / | = 

Special Counsel for pe) el fe oe ee pep 
. Z Intelligence Coordination x / (6 PP ugh IA4 

“ENCLOSURE, prs rc “Ae tg ENE oy cance 

EM re een % 

i JTAsadn .i° : 1Z - (9) DEC 19 1975 y 

soc. Bir. NOTE: ocuonord een exunoS 
Des AD alan = A copy of the SSC letter 11/7/75, is attached to the 
De. ADIw.— £41e copy of enclosed letterhead memorandum. Exact copies of 

oe the materials being furnished are maintained in the office of 

Com. Sys» the SENSTUDY 75 Project. Arrangements have been made for a 
Ext. Affers-—  ranresentative of the Legal Counsel Division to deliver the | J 
cm... attached memorandum as well as the materials being provided to 

\ 
: ‘ C fk 7 ’ a 
Ps ae | \ 3 
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Assoc. Dir. 

Dep. AD Adm. — 

Dep. AD Inv. — 

Asst. Dir.: 

Admin. 

Comp. Syst. —_— 

Ext. Affairs 

Files & Com. _. 

Gen. Inv. 

ident. 

Inspection 

Intell. 

Laboratory 

Plan. & Eval. — 

Spec. Inv. 

Training 

Lega! Coun. 

Telephone Rm. — 

Director Sec’y __ 

Mr. J. A. Mintz 
(1l-Mr. J. B. Hotis) 
Mr. W. R. Wannall 
Mr. W. O. Cregar 

- Mr. J. T. Aldhizer titi ND 

6 

U. S$. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE TO 
STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH 

RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

Reference is made to SSG letter dated November 7, 
1975, containing requests for materials concerning Martin 
Luther Kine, Jr., and FBE memorandum dated November 17, 1975, 
oe furnished a partial response to requests in referenced 

etter. 

The purpose of this memorandum is to effect delivery 
to the $5C of information and material to supplement that 
previously furnished the SSC by referenced FBI memorandum in 
response to items 3 and 4 of SSC letter dated November 7, 1975. 
fo explain why supplemental data is being submitted the 
following is noted, 

The SSG was previously furnished a Bureau memorandum 
from M. A. Jones to Mr. DeLoach dated December 8, 1964, cantioned 
“Martin Luther King, Jr., Possible Appearance Before Baptist 
World Alliance Congress in June, 1965, Miami Beach, Florida.” 
Page two, paragraph one of this memorandum tmdicated the 
Director earlier, im a memorandum dated November 27, 1964, 
disapproved a proposal for two representatives of the Baptist 
World Alliance to “listen te sources we have concerning this 
(King) matter." 

SSC letter dated November 7, 1975, Items 3 and 4, 
requested this November 27, 1964, memorandum and all other 
materials reflecting proposals, discussions, decisions or 
accomplishments pertaining to permitting anyone outside the 
FBI to “Listen to sources” pertaining to King. 

The only memorandum located in logical FBI Head- . 
quarters files bearing the Nevember 27, 1904, date was a 
memorandum from C, D. BeLoach to Mr. Mohr captioned “Roy 
Wilkins, Executive Secretary, National Association for the 
Advancement. of Golored People (NAACP) oe ; 7 pointme : 

INFORMATION CONTAINED 90,7 Nei Pb o re 
HERE CLASSIEIED, Pe) ie MEBs os tf My ( , 
BAUR UP TeppDr eA T AND ONE TO AG ry (Wo aera 

(3) me2-ll . We 
This document is prepared mn respoxse to ‘your reques and y not for dissemt- an 
nation outside vour Comnuttee. L[ts-use is limited to official proceediiigs by  ~i3 

ur Commitee andthe content mui not be disclosed to unuutiorized person- 
M ROOM ‘BE Ht BE N ee O : 1975 O - 569-920 
oe Tel we bh? UMD FABLES Shad] the FBI. GP 
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SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

November 27, 1964, FBI Headquarters, Washington, D. c." 
(copy delivered with this memorandum.) Since this memor~ 
endum makes no references to “Listen to sources," i.e. 
playing tapes regarding King, it appeared this was not the 
memorandum in question and the SSC was so advised in 
referenced Bureau communication together with the fact the 
desired November 27, 1964, memorandum could not be located. 

Subsequent to submission of referenced FBI memorandum 
and during review of the personal files of W. GC. Sullivan, a 
memorandum from J. A. Sizoo to Mr. Sullivan dated December 1, 
1964, captioned “Martin Luther King, Jr." was discovered. A 
copy of this memorandum is being delivered with this memorandum, 
and it is noted there is ne indication on this memorandum that 
it was made part of an official FBI file. Paragraph one of 
this memorandum refers to the DeLoach to Mohr memorandum of 
November 27, 1964, concerning the interview of Roy Wilkins 
and to an attached “informal memo" of Sullivan. As references 
in the memorandum of December 1, 1964, to the “informal memo” 
and the proposed playing of a King tape (paragraph four) are 
crossad out, it is presumed that no tapes were actually played. 
This is further substantiated by the M. A. Jones memorandum 
of December 8, 1964, in which reference is made to the Director's 
disapproval of a proposal to arrange for officials of the 
Baptist World Alliance to listen to our sources. No copy of 
the aforementioned "informal memo" was located in a search of 
logical FBI files. 

Therefore, with the exception of the above, FBIHQ 
personnel handling SSG requests for Ring material restate that, 
to their knowledge, no other materials are believed to exist 
in the King and related files which indicate proposals, dis- 
cussions, decisions or accomplishments pertaining to permitting 
= Aegg outside the FBI to “listen to sources" pertaining to 
KATE. 

Il = The Attorney General 
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: PRANK CHURCH, [DAHO, CHAIRMAN 
sin G, TOWER, TEXAS, VICE CHAIHMAN 

PHILIP A. HART, MICH, HOWAND H. RAKER, JR., TENN, 
WALTER Fo MOUMNDALE, TINT BARRY GOLOWATER, ARIZ. 

WALTER £. HUOOLESTON, KY. CHARLES MCC. MATHIAS, JA., AD. 
MORERT MORGAN, N.C. RICHARD S. SCHWEIKER, PAs 
QARY HART, Colo. 

WILILiAnt G, MILLER, STAFF DIRECTOR 

PREDERICK A. O. SCHWARZ, JH., CHIEF COUNSEL 
GURTIS #H. SMOTHERS, MINORITY COUNSEL at 

“Miuifeds Staies Denaie + 
SELECT COMMITTEE, TO 

STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH 

RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

(PURSUANT To S. RES. 21, 96TH CONGRESS) 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510 

November 7, 1975 

| 
2 

Michael E. Shaheen, Jr., Esq. 
Office of Deputy Attorney General _¢ 
Room 4313 
U.S. Department of Justice 
Washington, D.C. 20530 

Dear Mike: 

Attached is a.document request with respect 
to the King matter, 

In view of the fact that oes hearings on 
this case are now scheduled for the week of November a7; 
I would appreciate receiving the materials identified on 
the attached list, as well as others still ovtstanding 
which pertain to the King case, by Friday, November 7, 
L975 

Sincerely, 

RAT -Con ef 
yvonn T. ElLlLif£ 
Director 

TION CONTAINED , 
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DOCUMENT REQUEST -" November 7, 1975 

1. All materials contained in the files of William C. 
Sullivan which pertain to Martin Luther King, Jr., and/or 
the SCLC, which have not been previously made available 
to the Committee. (Except for any portions containing 
transcripts or summaries or tapes of electronic surveil- 
lances of King.) 

2. All memoranda and any other materials ref flecting - 
conversations between Mr. Evans and (a) Attorney General 
Kennedy and/or (b) Assistant Attorney General Marshall, 
pertaining to Martin Luther King and/or the Southern 
Christian Leadership Conference. 

3. The memorandum dated 11/27/64 which is referred to 
in the first paragrapn of the second page of the memorandum 
from M. A. Jones to Mr. DeLoach, dated 12/8/64, captioned 
"Martin Luther King, Jr., Possible Appearance Before 
Baptist World Alliance Congress in June, 1965, Miami Beach, 
Florida." - (Serial No. 624) 

4. All memoranda and any other materials reflecting pro- 
posals, discussions, decisions, or accomplishments per- 
taining to permitting anyone outside the FRI to "listen 
to sources' pertaining to Martin Lutner King, Jr. °° 
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5-140 (Rev. 1-21-74) FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20535 

Addressee: ___ Senate Select Committee 

‘COLTR EX}LHM- [((j Memo [5 Report dated 11/94/75 SS 

" Captior4of Document: UeSs SENATE SELECT COMTE TO STDY 
GOVMNT OP W/RESPCT TO INTEL ACTVTS. Ref SSC ‘Let 
rqts for info re Martin Luther King. ‘ 

al 

_ Originating Office: FBI od 

. Delivered by: RL otrand Date: __11/28775 

a 
Return this receipt to the 1 eT Divisisn: ‘FBI 

Received by: 

+ worn a in rl eet oer er. se RE eR EES tgp PRE Bas, 

4 
+ =! 

a i earl tality, ——— 

ALL INFORMATIO No HERELY ICLA GS ON TAINED 
“TI RSs , 

roe fm 
NCLOSURE 2 = 
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SEE INSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE 

ov y CLASSIFY AS APPROPRIATE | BEFORE COMPLETING. 

TO: Intelligence Community Staff FROM: 
ATIN: Central Index 

PBL 
SUBJECT: Abstract of Information Provided to Select Committees 

1. HOW PROVIDED (check appropriate term. If a document was made available 2. DATE PROVIDED 

for review but not transmitted, so note.) 

DOCUMENT | | BRIEFING INTERVIEW TESTIMONY OTHER 

. IDENTIFICATION (provide descriptive data for documents; 
interviewee, testifier and subject) 

give name or identification number of briefer, 

Menoranduna and enclosures 

IN RESPONSE TO (list date and item number if in response to formal request, other- 
wise state verbal request of (name), initiative, subpoena, etc.) 

5. 6. CLASSIFICATION OF 
INFORMATION (enter 
UC. SS; 7S: of 
Codeword) 

SSG letter 11/7/75 items 3 and 4 

U 

. KEY woRDS (enter the appropriate key words from the list provided separately; if key words not listed are 
used underline for emphasis) 

Information handling 
intelLligenea collection 

_ SUMMARY (see reverse side before completing this item) 

Vaterials relating to Mertin lather King, Jr, Sinee initial 
subuission of request odditional infermation has been located 
during a review of the personal files of .C. Sullivan; namely, 
a ttemorandun From J.\. Sizoo to Mr. Sulliven dated 12/1/64, this 
memorandum refers to the De Loach to Mohr memorandum of 11/27/64, 
concerning the interview of Roy Wilkins and to an attached 
"informai memorandum’ of Sulliva 

62+116395 

(4) —~—sC ORIGINAL VIA LIAISON TO CENTRAL COMMUNITY INDEX 
TN CONNECTION WITH SENSTUDY 75 

TREAT AS YELLOW 
, | CLASSIFY AS APPROPRIATE 

3791 (6.75) 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

e Type or.print clearly in inks 

Ve 

e Indicate classification of the abstract top and bottom. 
2 

@ Date the abstract and put on any internal control numbers required. 
< 

eh rye 

e "FROM" entry should clearly identify the organization’ oeetine the 
information. when 7? 

e If additions (as when a copy of document sent to SSC is later sent to 
HSC) or changes to a previously submitted form are necessary, submit a 

copy of the original abstract, with the change indicated. : 

SPECIFIC ITEM NO. 8. SUMMARY -— enter brief narrative statement describing 
substance of information and showing relationship to Intelligence Community 
matters if appropriate. Any feedback or evidence of investigatory interests 
should be noted. Commitments made to supply additional information should be 

noted. Additionally, certain administrative information may be entered here, 

e.g., restrictions on review of a document, if document was paraphrased, whether 
interviewee is current or former employee, etc. If actual document or transcript 

is provided, that fact should be noted and no summary is required. Additional 

pages may be attached if necessary. 
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TIONA', FORM NO. 10 5010-104 : - 
* (aaive? eotion 2 . ‘ 

ct OS? Git. REG. 10. 27 ‘ 

A}¥ .” UNITED, STATES GOV eit 

e Memor re ndum Callchan 
ntad 

TO Mr. om Py | pate; November 27, 1964 = z 

| ' f° rotter Z 

FROM C. D. DeLoach " aan 

Pa Ze : . Z Gandy 

supjr r:ROY WILKINS | ‘ / 
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY / 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT ze 

OF COLORED PEOPLE (NAACP) — oe. 
APPOINTMENT 11/27/64 ee rh 

FBI HEADQUARTERSThis document is prepared in eae 

| 

j | 
| 

ASH ration Outs? - fescue to 2 

Ww INGTON, D. ©. xour Commaitied a cominittee, lts use is limited oe and ts not for @ sdami- #224 without th © Content may not be disclosed a ‘al proceedinys } @ expres : 

Roy Wilkins, Executive Secretary: POR (is Oh Abe ARE sebeiation for tyr ized per fore | 

Advancement of Colored People, called me from New York at 12:55 p.m. today. Fe’ 
__ stated that he had to fly down to Washington to see me immediately. He asked if I 

. had any available time: He apologized for attempting to Biron’ an appointment on what . 
"“ he termed a “holiday weekend, ''. I.fold.him the “holiday weekend" made no difference | 

to us and that despite his unwarranted statements concerning the Director and the ba, - 
I would sit down and talk to him. z | ~! 

Wilkins arrived at 4:00 p.m. He stated thet he was greatly concerned. _ 
He made reference to the Director's Loyola speech last Tuesday, 11/24/64, in which 
the Director had made reference to “sexual degenerates" in pressure groups, Wilkins © 
stated he personally knew about whom the Director was talking, although many other 
Negroes did not know. Wilkins added that he had received at least three newspaper 
inquiries during the past two days from individuals inquiring as to wneeer King was a 
sexual degenerate or not. 

2, 

‘ a 
~*~ 

Wilkins told me that he personally did not mind seeing King ruined. He © 
stated the important part of the matter, however, was the fact that if King was ruined = 
the entire civil rights movement would be ruined, Wilkins stated that he- personally = 
knew that King was a "liar" and that he had little respect for him. He quoted an exams: 
of his wife stating last night at a Thanksgiving dinner with friends, upon being asked il,. 
she knew of the terrible things that "Edear Hoover had said about Reverend King beinz- 
aliar.'' Mrs. Wilkins replied, "This doesn't surprise me because King is a liar." = 
Wilkins. continued that while King is no good, his ruination will spell the downfall of the 
entire civil rights movement. Cet IE Oe I b§ E 

eee aneeee~e FEF po mannetartract OG 

aoe hee 
ee CEG. Wilkins told me that despite the trathfifness of the sexual degenerate 

: allegations.and communist allegations — King, many of his Negro associates. “8 
sw, 

“\ 

1 -~ Mr Tolson, \* a * 
| WMercbelmonod Enclosure eee Nena. O MR, TOLSON | = ‘ 

Mrs Rosen “Te? RE Stroamamrore obvesrED | 
-~ Mr. Sullivan =< 
- Mr. Jones 035. BY f- : ae a , \ 

‘a (7) DATE NL INUED-OVER : C 
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DeLoach to Mohr Memo, -11/27/64 a 4 | 
Re: Roy Wilkins, Appointment 11/27/64 

FBI Headquarters, Washington, D. C. 

~ 

would jump to the defensive and defend King. On the other hand, however, many of the 
white people who believe in the civil rights movement and who yearly contribute from | 
$500 to $50, 000 cc this movement will immediately cease their financial support. 
Wilkins acided that the loss of financial support will be tremendous, however; the loss of! 
faith in King by millions of Americans would be even worse. He stated the combination | 
of the two would, of course, halt any further progress of the civil rights movement. 

| | 
Wilkins told me that he and a number of the Negro leaders had attempted 

several months ago to get King to accept the presidency of a small college. He stated 
King had refused to do'this because he was accustomed to the hypocrisy of uqdulation |: 
and to the money that was pouring into him. He stated that King for some time now has: 
received from $500 to a $1, 000 per speech on the decture circuit. He mentioned that 
King receives considerable support from wealthy Negro and white people alike, He 

King to accept a position as Pastor of a large Negro church and thereby retire forever 
o> tenet that obviously the best thing that the Negro leaders could do now would be to get | 

r a ad fete . 

as a leader of the Negroes. | 

Wilkins stressed the fact that he was not Seeing me as an emissary. He. 
stated he had some influence on King but not much. He added that there were others 
within his movement who had greater influence and that perhaps together some pressure 
could be brought on King. Wilkins then added that he hoped that the FBI would not 
expose King before something could be done, 

I interrupted Wilkins at this point. I told him that the Director, of 
course, did not have in mind the destruction of the civil rights movement’as a whole. 
I told him the Director sympathized with the civil rights movement as exemplified by the 
Director's supervision of the FBI's many brilliant accomplishments in this fieid, I 
added, however, that we deeply and bitterly resented the lies and falsehoods told by 
King and that if King wanted war we certainly would give it to him. Wilkins shook his 
head and stated there was no doubt in his mind as to which side would lose if the FBI 
really came out with all of its ammunition against King, I told him the ammunition 
was plentiful and that while we were not responsible for the many rumors being initiated 
against King, we had heard of these rumors and were certainly in a position to ) 
substantiate them. 

I told Wilkins that inasmuch as he was attempting to hold out the feather 
of peace he should know a few positive facts of life. He asked what I meant. [I toid 
him my point was that he was attempting to prevent the FBI from exposing King, yet 
certain highly-placed informants of ours had tipped us off to absolutely reliable infor- 
mation that King had organized a bitter crusade. against the Director and the FBI. fi 

told Wilkins these long-standing and well placed informants had advised us that King 

-32939601 Page i101 ad 
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 DeLoach to Mohr Mero, °11/27/64 
Re: Roy Wilkins, Appointment 11/27/64 

FBI Headquarters, Washington, D. C. 

- 

’ 

‘had contacted people in various parts of the United States to get them to send telegrams 
to the President, the Attorney General, and the FBI asking for Mr. Hoover's retire- 
ment or resignation. { told Wilkins that King had aiso encouraged telegrams_to be 
sent advising the FBI of laxness in the investigation of civil rights matters, I asked 
Wilkins how in the hell could he expect the FBI to believe his offers of friendship and 
request for peace when King was at this time attempting to ruinus. Wilkins merely 
hung his head and stated he had no idea that King was carrying on such a campaign. He 
stated that this upset him greatly and made him all the more determined to initiate 
action to remove King as soon as possible, 

Wilkins stated that he had long noted King's sympathy toward the 
communist movement. He told me this obviously stemmed from Stanley Levinson's 
influence on King. Wilkins diverted from the subject of the conversation to spend some 
time in explaining that he had also noted communist influence in the. civil rights move- 

BOVOAW OV QAU YANG ann Alahoma, ‘Li’ de-the pattiecry or the miilitan: Negrocs in-:Mississipp? anc. Alaber 
the same thing was true with respect to Negro allegations of laxness on the part of the 
FBI. He mentioned that the Negroes have been led by King and Bayard Rustin to 

believe that the FBI could do nothing right; consequently, FBI solution of civil rights 

cases made little impression upon some Negroes in the civil rights movement. 

He stated that the cry of ‘Down with the Proletariat" was: getting ~ 
Hea moanti onarct ae 

Wilkins stated he was wrong in his criticism of the Director. He added 
that he was attempting to accomplish, in a mild manner, a division between the battle 
of the Director and King and any phases of the battle which would reflect apon the civil 

rights movement. He stated he has a hard time controlling his 32-man Board of 

Directors, particularly since King is a member of this board. He then added, ‘We're 

hurting, '' and something must be done. 

Wilkins told me that he will be lecturing in California most all of next 

week, He stated that before he leaves for the coast he will attempt to see King, along 

with other Negro leaders, and tell King that he can't possibly win in any battle with the ; 

FBI and that the best thing for him to do is to retire from public life. 
may not have any success in this regard, however, that he is convinced that the FBi 

can easily ruin King. overnight, therefore, for the good of the civil rights cause King 

should make definite plans to leave public life and merely be Pastor of a Negro church 

He stated he 

in the future. I told Wilkins this, of course, was up to him; however, I wanted to 

reiterate once again most strongly, that if King wanted war we were prepared to give 
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‘ DeLoach to Mohr Memo,’ 11/27/64 4 . 
Re: Roy Wilkins, Appointment 11/27/64 

FBI Headquarters, Washington, D. C. 

- 

? 

it to him and let the chips fall where they may. Wilkins stated this would be most 
disasterous, particularly to the Negro movement and that he hoped this would never 
come about. I told him that the monkey was ou his back and that of the other. Negro 
leaders, He stated he realized this. We then shook hands and he left to return to 
New York, 

ACTION: 

it is suggested that the attached letter be sent to the President in 
connection with the above conversation. 

& rw 
; ewe 

ee Ow. 
fr 
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¢ your Committee and the-content may not be disclosed to unauthorized person- 

| enclosures nel without the express approval of the FBI . 
| ALL INFORMATION 00 | (CONTINUED - OVER) Scale LASSI 
| DATE, 000) BY. 
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“Memo to Mr. Sullivan 
RE: MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. _ : : 

basis, information concerning King which would convince. them of 
the danger of King to the over-all civil rights movement. Wilkins 
is already well aware of this. This group should include such 
leadership as would be capable of removing King from the scene 
if they, of their own volition, decided this was the thing to do ¢ 
after such a briefing. The group snceuld include strong enough men 4 
to control a man like James Farmer and make him see the light of 
day. This might have the effect of increasing the stature of Roy 
Wilkins, who is a capable person and iS ambitious. 

There are refinements which, of course, could be added 

to the above which is set forth in outline form for posexys¢ 
consideration, . 

4 
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| OPTIONAL FORM NO, 10 
! MAY 1962 EDITION & ® 
| GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101=11.6 

| - »« UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT i - ee 
oe Cs LATZ. 

i Memorandum rs te 1 - Mr. Cregar 

, 1 - Mr. Hotis Conn es — 
TO - Mr. J. BeywAdams pate: L2/8/75 Files & Come 

; Gen. Inv. _§ ; 

: Iden 
/ Ll - Mr. Daly ad 

FROM rounsel /i if tate 
| ‘j cf i 7 haba AE ARE 

| — ie. i Tye sit : — 
SUBJECT SENS PUDY- 12 VG sree: lava 

trainin 

! = es i 

Director Sec’y __ 

On 12/8/75, Paul Wallach, Senate Select Committee 
Staff Member, requested that former Special Agent Wallace R. 
Héitman be made available for Staff interview concerning his 
Knowledge of Cuban groups in the Dallas area between | mid- -1963 
until the end of 1963. 

RECOMMENDATIONS : 

(1) That former Special Agent Wallace R. Heitman be 
released from any existing employment agreement for purposes of 
interview by the Senate Select Committee. 

(2). That the Intelligence Division determine the 
whereabouts. of former Special Agent Heitman and inform him that 
he may be contacted by. the Senate Select Committee for purposes 
of interview. 

oe 

(3) That the Legal Counsel Division orally advise 
. the Senate Select Committee of the whereabouts of former Special © 
Agent Heitman. 

) ” 4h pv a ‘ 

1 - Personnel File - Wallace R. Heitman 
- 

- 

. 
af 

. 
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J. A. Mintz 
-* y es * J. B. Hotis)’ - 

: 2. Wannall 
- *. : . O. Cregar 

; 1 - Mr. T. E. Burns, Or. 

The Attprney General December 8, 1975 

| / Director, FBI 

‘Te IC 
U. Ss. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON 
INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

i 
Reference is made to the letter from the SSC 

dated November 7, 1975; to prior correspondence regarding 
the Joseph Kraft matter, to wit, FBI letters to the Attorney 
General, June 20, 1975, September 2, 1975, and October 7, — 

' enclosing memoranda to the SSC also dated June 20, 1975, 
. September 2, 1975, and October 7, 1975, respectively; and tol —_— 
. letter’ from the SSC dated July 28, 1975, and appendices there; 

requesting documents and certain other information from the 
| / FBT. i We 

Referenced November 7, 1975, SCC letter made a | 

| specific request for certain serials, with enclosures and 
3 attachments, contained in the Kraft file. | 173% 
- 

‘ rch ae fs 

| An existing agreement dated May 2, 1975, “between 
| the Attorney General and Mr. Kraft affords special treatment 

to portions of the material contained in the Kraft file. A 
number of the requested serials fall within the purview of €. 
such agreement and have been sealed while others, to wit, | 

. serials 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, and 21, of FBI file 65=75629-dd"foe 
and may therefore be furnished to the SSc. : a 

. 7 JAN 221976 - ay 
y < It is requested that the Attorney General consider 

“approving FBI access to the sealed Kraft natertalin’ order 
\,.. that the November 7, 1975, SSC request may be fully handled. 

gene woos 

[Se TeENCLOSURE ATTACHED” me original of a memorandum along with the 
above-enumerated serials are being submitted herewith / 

Dep. AD Adm - for your approval and forwarding to the Committee in CH 
Assoc. Bir. 

Dep. AD Inv. __ 
Asst. Wire: partial response to the Committee's reguest in this matter. 
Admin. A response to the SSC regarding the remainder of the 
arena requested material is being held in abeyance pending {> 
Ext. Affairs _._ 

Files& Com... receipt of your decision in this matter. / 
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The Attorney General 

A copy of this memorandum is being furnished 
for your records along with a set of the materials to 
be considered for forwarding to the SSC. Also forwarded here-~ 
with for your retention and information is an excised copy 
of Serial 1 to which the SSC staf£ will be granted access, if 
they so dosire, at a later date. 

Bncelosures (3) 

62~116395 

1 ~- The Deputy Attorney General 
Attention: Michael BE. Shaheen, Jr. 

Special Counsel for 
Intelligence Coordination 
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as they constituted, summarized, or deseribed the contents 

A. Mintz 
(1 -@. J. B. Hotis) 

~ Mr. WFR. Wannall 
Mr. W. O. Cregar 

- Mr. T. E. Burns, Jr. 

December 8, L975 

U. S&S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE TO 
STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS 

WITH RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC). 

Rez: SUPERSEDING REQUEST 
FOR FBI MATERIALS 

Reference is made to SSC letter to the Special 
Counsel for Intelligence Coordination, Office of the 
Deputy Attorney General, dated July 28, 1975, with 
appendices attached thereto, requesting certain documents 
and other information from the FBI: to the Attorney General's 
letter to the SSC dated duly 29, 1975; to memoranda 
to the SSC dated June 20, 1975, September 2, 1975, and 
October 7, 1975, concerning other responses in the Joseph 
Kraft matter; and to SSC letter to the Special Counsel for 
Intelligence Coordination, Office of the Deputy Attorney 
General, dated November 7, 1975. 

Pursuant to the request in the referenced SSC 
letter dated November 7, 1975, for delivery of specified 
serials in the Joseph Kraft file, we are delivering with 
this memorandum Xeroxes of serials 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, and 21, 
of FBI file 65~75629. Serial 1 of such file was also requested; 
hovever, is not being furnished herewith since it neither 
mentions Joseph Kraft nor does it have any apparent relation 
to the Kraft matter. Its inclusion in the Kraft file appears 
to have resulted from a clerical error in serialization. 
Access to such serial will be afforded for purposes of verifi- 
cation should the SSC staff so desire. 

The remaining serials which were requested in 
referenced November 7, 1975, SSC letter, have previously been 
Sealed in accordance with the May 2, 1975, agreement between of 
Joseph Kraft and the Attorney General. Such serials were Y 

previously determined to be covered by the agreement insofar | 
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Ro: U. S&S. Senate Select Committee to 
Stuay Governmental Operations with 
Respeot to Intelligence Activities (S5C) 

Application has been made by the PRI to the = 
Attorney General requesting that the Attorney General consider 
approving FDI access to the sealed Kraft naterial 2 connection 
with the Movenbor 7, 1975,roequest. The SSC will be advised 
of further developments in this matter. 

Also forwarded herewith for your ready reference 
is a copy of the May 2, 1975, agreament between lir, Kraft 
and the Attorney General. 

iL - The Attorney General 

NOYE s SEARET 
The subject of abéve SSC inquiry, Joseph Kraft, 

is the well-known newspaper columnist. A review of the 
Kraft file reveals that the French Security Service, the 
DST, conducted a microphone surveillance on Kraft's hotel 
room for approximately one week during a 1969 visit by 
Kraft to Paris. Such coverage was effected through the 
urging of W. C. Sullivan, former FBI Assistant to the Director, 
who traveled to France at such time, apparently at the direc- 
tion of deceased FBI Director J. Bdgar Hoover. Details 
of the above coverage have appeared in the media apparently 
as a result of leaks within the administration of former 
President Nixon. Kraft himself testified in detail 5/10/74, 
regarding this matter before the United States Senate Sub- 
committee on Administrative Practice and Procedure, the 
Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights of the Committee on 
the Judiciary, and the Subcommittee on Surveillance of the 
Committee on Foreign Relations. We have previously responded 
to earlier requests of the SSC in the memoranda of 6/20/75., 
9/2/75, and 10/7/75, wherein we advised that no authorization 
per se could be located for the 1969 electronic surveillance 
of Kraft during a visit to France and provided the SSC with 
access to selected serials which provided a summary of the 
Kraft material. 

span 
NOTE CONTINUED PAGE 3 

rae SD moe 



Re: U. S. Senate Select Committee to 
Study Governmental Operations with 
Respect to Intelligence Activities (SSC) 

NOTH ~ CONTINUED 

salen 
We previously reviewed the sealed portion of the 

Kraft file under authority of the Attorney General, in 
connection with our 9/2/75 response to the SSC; however, 
the unsealed material was resealed following review. While 
it may be possible to interpret the previous authority to 
open the sealed portion of the file as an implied authority 
to reopen it in connection with this request, it is felt 
that the more judicious procedure is to secure a new authority 
from the AG as requested within. Serial 1 referred to in the 
memorandum to the SSC was a personal note from Legat, Paris, 
to Mr. Hoover and concerns reported adulterous behavior on 
the part of Nicole Salinger, wife of Pierre Salinger, the 
former Press Secretary to President Kennedy. A copy of 
the 11/7/75 SSC request is attached to the file copy of the 
enclosed letterhead memorandum. Exact copies of the materials 
being furnished are maintained in the office of the Senstudy 75 
project. Arrangements have been made for a representative 
of the Legal Counsel Division to deliver the. attached memo- 
randum as well as the materials being provided to the SSC. 
This note has been classified "Secret" in order to protect 
the confidentiality of our relationship with the French 
Security Service, the disclosure of which could reasonably 
be expected to result in serious damage to national security. 

£4 7 Ke Indefinite. 
Ww Olly 
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WASHINGTON, D. C. 20535 

Addressee: SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 

ca LTR - KLHM (Memo [7jRepost dated___ 12/8/75 
U.S: SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE, ; 
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, 11/7/75 request - Joseph Kraft : 

Originating Office: FBI ginating ae 

Deliveréd by: 

Received by: = 
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}: SEE INSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE 
CLASSIFY AS APPROPRIATE BEFORE COMPLETING. 

TQ: intel lisence Community peas FROM: 

ATTN: Central Index 

SUBJECT: Abstract of Information Provided to Select Committees 

HOW PROVIDED (check appropriate term. If a document was made available 2. DATE PROVIDED 
for review but not transmitted, so note.) 

IDENTIFICATION (provide descriptive data for documents; give name or identification number of briefer, 
interviewee, testifier and subject) 

Memorandum and enciagures 

IN RESPONSE TO (list date and item number if in response to formal request, other- - CLASSIFICATION OF 
wise state verbal request of (name), initiative, subpoena, etc.) INFORMATION (enter 

U, C, S, TS or 
Codeword) 

S8C Letter 11/7/75 > 
/ 

. KEY woRDS (enter the appropriate key words from the list provided separately; if key words not listed are 
used underline for emphasis) 

information hendline 

. SUMMARY (see reverse side before completing this item) 

Materials relating to Joseph Kraft. 

62116395 

FMM: fink 

(4) ORIGINAL VIA LIAISON TO CENTRAL COMMUNITY INDEX 

IN CONNECTION WITH SENSTUDY 75 

| CLASSIFY AS APPROPRIATE 
3791 6.75) 
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INSTRUCTIONS 
y¥ *4a2 + oF s- 

. 4 
may . ' 

Ww. ™ = 
7 ts . 4 we” 

e Type or print clearly in ink. 

e Indicate classification of the abstract top and bottom. 

e Date the abstract and put on any internal control numbers required. 

e "FROM" entry should clearly identify the organization providing the 
information. 

e If additions (as when a copy of document sent to SSC is later sent to 
HSC) or changes to a previously submitted form are necessary, submit a 
copy of the original abstract, with the change indicated. 

SPECIFIC ITEM NO. 8. SUMMARY —- enter brief narrative statement describing 
substance of information and showing relationship to Intelligence Community 
matters if appropriate. Any feedback or evidence of investigatory interests 
should be noted. Commitments made to supply additional information should be 
noted. Additionally, certain administrative information may be entéred here, 

e.g., restrictions on review of a document, if document was paraphrased, whether 

interviewee is current or former employee, etc. If actual document or transcript 
is provided, that fact should be noted and no summary is required. Additional 
pages may be attached if necessary. 

’ SO hone og 
‘ > aug 
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Re: SSC request November 7, 1975. 
For tetention with yellow of 
letter and LHM dated December 8, 1975, 
concerning the Kraft matter. 
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Paris, France 
: /, seph yO: pe wee | March 13, 1969 

3 Leak ‘Of aed Pon mack OA) 

t ‘ EEO PRG i = pes 
“awe Dear Mr. Hoover: eee ee : LUE 

3 ge GY en I-thought you might be interested in the following 
fot Wr’ information regarding Nicole Salinger, the French wife of ess 
ore ¢, Pierre Salinger, the former press secretary to President 8 SS 

ye” Kennedy. 8.3 2 
| <ov ; SS a8 
! ‘ Bs a) eel Ses S 

Information has been received from an excellent S228 
on " gource, who is in a position to know, that she is the mistresg = 33 
1M of Abdel Kader Ben Barka, the brother o1 Mehdi Ben Barka, whoS °-s ». 
is you may recait, was the victim of a kidnaping and assassina- §§ is 
Yo + 8 2 2 —_ Mah 3.253 3 v tion which became a major scandal-in France. Mehdi Ben Barka az 8 
N was a communist who was the opposition leader against the Book 

Moroccan Government. His kidnaping and assassination were g988& 
believed to have been politically inspired. B8sey 

yh - ox = > 
-” . e-4 Sm ae soe . HE 

. ape 4 ne: © e $s Cc On cTactsS Eettwwee mrs. ™ A According: to the source, the contacts between Mrs eS ac: 
lb Salinger and Ben Barka are not difficult since Salinger has Qk = 

e ° 4 : * . « . “a? 

his business headquarters in London and is in practically a sags 
constant travel status in Europe. He is the presidgent of a s&s 
rather recently formed international finance operation known tees 

oo as Gramco,, which has its headquarters in Nassau, Bahama Mo SR 
wa “? A) os s oe ee anaes os = 

ae a ,isiands.” Qur source advised that Nicole Salinger recently * @&.~ 
a a “arranged - a@ rendezvous with Ben Barka, stating that her husbancS88 
e. 12 was leaving that afternoon for London and would be gone for So § ; . Th 

al: a couple oF days. So 
vee ee nes <&8 
yf is 7 a oee : we QY 

. ke ae * e - * 4 3? = % 

WW dor eee during the recent visit of President Nixon, & Bs 
ee Ben Barka‘Jattempted to learn minutes of secret conversations a3 
RN\L between Nixon and aaa De Gaulle ivnaas Nicole Salinger,$3$* 

sie ‘9 who said she won Vdo EN eens X'S 3 
woe 2, 2 ae 2 VY" gh 2 SSEARGI—-SL = 3.3. 
AAG -, The oan AS nos above information is one Joseph Sse . ene yosepn. ss 

Rie y. Mansfield, a former Anmy, Counterinteliligence Corus agent, who $8 
| - + | has been a contact of this Crane for eee years. He 1s rey 
| - presently retired from the militarv service, has settled 

- down in the Paris area, and operates a pee investigat : “ 3 ; St ns st ae 
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service. [one of his part-time investigators is an agent of 
the Divéction de la Surveillance du Territoire (French comestic 
counteresplonage service), whose official assignment is to 
monitor a technical surveillance cn Arab establishments. It 
appears that this individual is the source of the above infor- 
mation and that it comes from an official technical surveil- 
lance on Ben -Barka Ks) 

. oom 

; Of course, it is very unlikely that Nicole Salinger 
would be in a position to obtain any confidential information 
regarding conversdtions between De Gaulle and Nixon. 

Mansfield requested that we be particularly careful 
in handling tris: information and that neither he nor his source 
be identified. In view of the delicate nature of the source, 
it is being furnished only for your information since I 
thought this may be of interest to you. 

With kindest personal regards, I 

Sincerely yours, 

Norman W. Philcox 

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover : i 
Director oe 3 

Federal Bureau of Investigation , ) . 
U. S. Department of Justice 
Washington, D. C. 

a 

. a 

ceo: Mr. William C. Sullivan 
Asszstant Director 

deral Bureau of Investigation 
U. S. Department of Justice 
Washington, De: sCe 
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Sos oe ie on my reason to believe that this person could be in contact 

Tolgon 

DeLoach 

Mohr 

Bishop 
Casper 

Callahan 
Conrad — __ 
Felt 

Gale 
Rogen 

Sullivan 

Tavel 
‘Trotter « 

T CRET - 

DO NOT FILE 

June 30, 1969 

Mr. Hoover: ; TUWVE 

Instead of paca up your time giving you a vert 
report, I will set out briefly the basic facts in this ne’ 
relative to my European trip. 

First, I am sure you would want to know how very, very 
willing and cooperative this high-ranking official was. The 
moment I arrived I called for an appointment with him and was 
given it immediately. It was obvious he had to work me in before 
otners scheduled to see him because they were in. his outer office 

- when I went through. He was too gracious, however, to mention it. 

Second, I presented directly the request and predicated 

with the Soviets and it was necessary to determine one way or 
the other. Giving it this predication I thought would make our 
position much more valid and secure. He told me they would do 
it for us without any hesitation. Parenthetically, I might ada 
that such a cover is regarded as illegal: However, he made no 
mention of this and they do it ail the time. He pointed out that 
if this man is living at a hotel or an apartment where complicated 
switchboards are involved, there would be some technical problems. 
I told him that I understood this. He assured me that if it is 
technically possible to do it, it would be done and if it required 
solving a probiem,it would be solved if at ail possibile. Tis A 

Third, as it was necessary for this official to have 
this man located, the situation analyzed, and the equipment put 
in use, I decided not to stay for a day or so to get a sampling 
of the product. ff it could have been put on immediately, I would, 
of course, have stayed around a day to see what it would be like. 

Fourth, I instructed our Legat concerning the sensitivity 
of this matter and made arrangements that the product can be so 

. handled that the girls in his office wili not know about it at all. 
I also told him he was not, under any condition, to ever discuss 
this with anyone back here at the Seat of Government. He is a 
competent professional and can be relied upon in this matter, 
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Fifth, the material will be sent directly to me without 
“any mention of the individuai's name. I will arrange securely 
for the translation here and then get the material to you 
immediately in order that you will be able to handle it directly 
with the gentleman.to whom you aliuded in our conversation. 

Sixth, the high-ranking official with whom I dealt suggested 
that we might want to give consideration at the end of this 
operation to listening to the tape with one of his translators 
to see if they had overlooked anything significant, which he 
said could happen because they know nothing about this person's 
background, contacts, etc. He said that if it were possible he 
would send the tape over here but this is not possible because 
they have an unbreakable rule that the tape can't be taken out of 
this clandestine central headquarters where the work is done and 
if it were removed, it would cause considerable wonderment and 
speculation, However, ne said he covld safely and securely have 
me enter a portion of this area to listen if I thought it necessary. 
I told him this was a decision which could be faced after the 
product was examined carefully and that then you ‘would make the 
decision. 

Wed xX 
William C ullivan 
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‘ CABLEGRAM URGENT 

[om : 
Lf L-Liaison f 

TO LEGAT PARIS . : F 
| . ie | UNE, I 

FROM DIRECTOR FSi Else ae wie [: 

OC 
CATO. | 

PERSON IF QUESTION MAY BE IN CARE OF WILLIAM STONEMAN, CARE 

ALSO HIS LOCATION MAY ft; OF "CHICAGO DAILY NEWS" OFFICE, PARIS. 

BE KNOWN TO HAROLD KAPLAN, AMERICAN EMBASSY, PARIS. OF COURSE, _, 

THESE TWO CANNOT BE ASKED ABOUT SUBJECT OF INQUIRY, INDIRECTLY 
t dine 

THIS FNFORMATION MAY GIVE LEAD, HANDLE WITH EXTREME CARE, CALL 

W. C, SULLIVAN EARLY A.M,, JULY ONE NEXT RE THIS MATTER, BUT DO. 
ce ae 

RE Fae at ee Pro siesta Pete ee {stop zeweceert 

}. he 

NOT MENTION ABOVE NAHES, 
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Mr. Tolson 

Mr. DeLoach 

oo EMAL ECRET 

Mr. Felt 
Mr. Gale 

Mr. Rosen 

Mr. Sullivan 
Mr. Tavel 
Mr. Trotter 

le Bg ae Mem eren-— ante, a= 

ae = DO NOT FILE 

July 2, 1969 

‘. __ O tie 

SOLS x 

Dear Mr. Hoover: SEEnb (jaa 7 | 

i heard from Legat Philcox this morning. In’ ea 
regard to the man in Paris in whom we are interested, the 
facts are these: 

1) He registered at the hotel on June 29 and as 
previously indicated plans to lenrve next Monday. He has 
no regular assignment in Paris dnd comes and goes throughout 
Europe. | 

2) Because of the hotel he is staying in and the 
elaborate switchboard, it is not possible to put a telephone 

; surveillance on his ‘room extension. 
f 
f 

3) I Tota Philcox to push the French and see if on 
we could get a microphone in his room. This they are trying 
to do. The question was raised as to whether they should 
take anyone at the hotel into confidence should it be necessary 
in order to place the installation. I said no do not take 
anyone into confidence at the hotel. . 

I am folowing this matter very closely and you 
will be kept advised. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Oo Blut Dorie 
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-» Tolson 

Mr. DeLoach 

Mr. Mohr 

Mr. Bishop 
Mr. Casper 

#Mr. Callahan 
Mr. Conrad 

Mr. Felt 
‘iMr. Gale 

Mr. Rosen 

_| Mr. Sullivan 

‘iMr. Tavel 

Mr. Trotter _._ 
!|Tele. Room 

i Miss Hol pes ee AD 7 4 . : ae Ley Gapay wy 

Dear Mr. Hoover: foseph lyaatt 1 | | 
This is to advise you that the French : 

have overcome some very difficult operational 
problems and have installed a microphone in this 
fellow's room. As I mentioned yesterday the 
elaborate switchboard prevents using a telephone 
surveillance (S) 

— 

TYP sale ET 

DO NOT FILE 

‘oUe CAR a : SCRE | July 3, 1969 

Bene. 

Just aS soon as they get an adequate 
product, it will be sent into me immediately and 
I will handle the translation under very secure 
conditions. 

You will kept promptly advised of for 
cevelopments. . 

- 

Respectfully submitted, 
~ ‘ ‘ . 

. 
° 

Deed 

a 
W. C, Sullivan 

suru | \ 
CLASSIFIED BY Sp i : : 
DECLASSIFY ON SSE-1U wy | : 

S~ 56 ass i: 
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toh . Unenthorized Disclosure 

Subject to Criminal Sanctions | een = GeO DED 

ALL INFORMATION conmmanen EC RE. | SUN 13 97S 
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; T Bieae 

Mr. DeLoach —.___ 

Mr. Mohr 

Mr. Bishop 

Mr. Casper 

Mr. Callahan 

- ao, ~* , « 
oo —_ 7 sEynet 

Mr. Conrad . DO NOT FILE eel = 

GPE co July 7, 1969 Iw kee ‘ uly Mr. Rosen Sia 

es Bie i . Mr. Sullivan 

Lin ; Joseph “KRatt Tele. Room 

Dear Wr. poove™: * pe a 
es “ ; SUVE = 

in eeeuua to the sensitive coverage ge in 
Paris, I have followed this throughout the week- 
end with our Legat. There is nothing direct we 
can say on the telephone, but by double-talking 
we can communicate. is 

The French were successful in installing 
the microphone and they have the product, the Legat 

* said, extending tc the time of this man's departure 
from Paris. He was to leave either last night or 
this morning (s) 

The tape is on its way to me and should 
arrive tomorrow. I will have it immediately and 61 
very securely translated and the results given you. cen oN nee 

psy steams fares '.2ssn,cantensdetbemedhier Mil A depsiind dds tae dlsheilllied ae Lami seen, deh btbaleneaehidh ial Me ad, * CO FON OER OT eT eT a 

| The Legat was able to say one thing and that is pore" 6 
| that this person has been in touch With _the Soviets tt on 

: in Paris presumably in connection with his coming pe 
visit to Russia. 

= PA Cow} 

Respectfully submitted, 

po ( | - | 
lore x 

: Saha Sullivan 
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Subject to Criminal Sanctions . wh i 
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; Mr. Mohr 

"+ . r Mr. Bishop 

Mr. Casper 

Mr. Callahan 

Mr. Conrad 

. 1~Originatl 

L j-yellow 

Mr. Sullivan 

/ Mr. Tavel 

. ‘ a Mr. Trotter 
Gi“ July JO, 1269 ae | 

Miss Ho}meas 
vy re PERSONAL = Ngee 

Py, f 7 ar ge 

Hy. Jean Rochet eet TUNE. 
, Director et aes o 

a Direction de ja Surveiliance du Territoire 
ch” oe’ ¢, Le yue des Saussaies sesh 
ac! Lene 45 Paris 8, France : O See] 

foe Joseph Karat? 22s? 
anit ae Dear HM , nochet: f° Seo = 

ye 7 = 5 =§ 
cp YI wish to allude to the occasion.ocf the trip, <u 

at my instructions, of Mr. William C. Sullivan in the S8 os ue 
recent past. Words are inadeduate to express my appreciation§ 8x. 

: for the unprecedented and remarkably efficient. assistante Sars 
3 which you rendered this Bureau. Weil do I realize the & &Q's 

obstacies which you had to overcome and the professionalism a < 
and tenacity of purpose that were required in order to be SS Se 
successful in this effort. sues 

eS 
2, % 

Hay I. through you aiso express my deep appreciations = ~8 
to Mr. Desire Parente, who I understand piayed 4 key role oe 
in the effectiveness of this varticular mission. [t must Foee 
be most reassuring to you to have such able men about you. i oe 

we ss 
\ You may be certain that I am most willing to ese 

reciprocate your valuable assistance at any time in the Sos 
future. 

@ SS 
j USB 

With best wishes and kind regards, “S38 
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we Office of the Atturey Oenrral 

Washington, A.C. 20530 2 

| | May 2, 1975 
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Lioyd N. Cutler, Esquire | 
Wilmer, Cutier & Pickering | . 

1666 K Street, N.W. ‘ 

Washington, D.C. 290006 

> ._* } — 7 J 
/ P vf / ee o pose 

7 owt . 
Aw ~ 

EEF -earyemenrrayenatiramerase tienen rare pet een 

S ys ‘ ae “a 

‘Dear Mr. Cutler: : 

Pursuant to our discussions concerning the disposition of 
certain records relating to the surveillance activities 
directed at your client, Mr. Joseph Krart, the Department 

is making the following temporary arrangements: 3 
; 

1. Pending further Departmental action relating eis : 
to the policies which will govern records of the Sas [ 

| j type involved in Me. Kratc's cass, cil documents, ae. 
| «recordings, or other records or any type in the So 48 
i } Department's custody or control which constitute, xf as . 
| i Summarize, or describe the contents of the over- wt a8 
' ,hearings obtained as the result of any electronic co. i: 

! ‘ surveillance directed against Mr. Kraft and men- ges. 
| jbers of his family will be placed under seal. a 

: : QTR i 

c, 3 2. As long as the items described above remain aca a | 
under seal, no official or employee.of the Depart- Ekg. 
ment will have access to them for any purpose; and Se 

!no official or employee of the Department will a 8 
; allow any person outside of the Department to have 25°38 

: lany such access, except as described below. The Sa 2 S t 
| | only material referring to these items will be a e2egs , 

; ae index card needed to locate the sealed items c's i 
; | The index card will bear only Mr. Kraft's name and ™-°F5 

;a £ale number. “eke 

ea 
‘3. Shoule some future need which we do not now 78 ; 
| foresee require any official or employee of the Sg | 
Department to obtain or permit access to the a“ 8, 
aforesaid items, the decision on such access shall 2.2% [ 
be made personally by the Attorney General. The Ses ‘ 

, Z Attorney Gencral snall not grant any access without s+ Ssh 5 
‘ notifying Mr. Kraft or his counsel in writing at S33 I 
: least ten days prior thereto, and providing him or See | 

/ & aS i. 

Ss. 
tw 
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: them’an opportunity to ‘discuss the matter per- 
oo. eases sonally with the Attorney General before the 
oe grant is made. The notice shall set forth the 

date upon which access will be permitted if it is 
granted, and the purpose for which and person by 
whom access is sougnt. The Attorney General will 

_ [personally inform Mr. Kraft or his counsel of a 
“+ td@ecision to grant access .s soon as practicable 

‘after it is made, but in any event at least five 
“~business days before access occurs. 

we ow - . 
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& Although this arrangement is not 

* # 

9 2 heated 1am wheres newt 

intended to 
constitute a permanent solution to the og uestions 

;you have raised concerning these documents, it 
| will not be rescinded or modified by the Attorney 
;General or his successors unless the Attorney Gen- 
{eral gives Mr. Kraft or his counsel ten days’ 
prior notice and affords him or them an ovportun- 
ity to Giscuss the matter personally with the 

:Attorney General before he rescinds or modifies 
the agreament. If the Attorney General then 
lecides to rescind or modify this agreement he 
Shall personally inform Mr. Kraft or his counsel 
of that decision at least five business days before 
it is imolemented. 

— 

- 

2k aren 

TEED pee TH Of gst eget 
” 

As a result of our discussions, I understand that this | 
temporary arrangement is acceptable to Mr. Kraft, of course 
without waiver of any legal rights he may have as a result 
of prior surveillances. As I advised you, we are working 
now on general policy determinations which, we hope, will 
offer a permanent solution to the problem this settles temp-~ 
orarily. O£ course, under the terms of this agreement we 
will notify you of any policy determination which would 
involve a modification of this agreement. 
| 
é | 
Until a final policy is determined, this agreement should | 
assure Mr. Kraft that no person will read or otherwise use | 

= Tie mg Centre ore wee we 6 ee bs 

emt 

these documents in any manner so long as they remain under 
the seal arrangement. 
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OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL 

ve : WASHINGTON, D.C. 20529 
wo 

NOV | 01975 

+ 

TO: John A. Mintz, Assistant Director 
Legal Counsel Division 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

a 
\(& FROM: Michael E. Shaheen, dp. 

Special Counsel for Intelligence 
Coordination 

SUBJECT: Senate Select Committee Request 

Attached is a Senate Select Committee request 
seeking additional materials pertaining to Joseph 
Kraft. Please prepare an appropriate response. 
This office shail effect transmittal after Mr. Jack 
Fuller of the Attorney General's office has reviewed 
these additional materials with Mr. Kraft's attorney, 
Mr. Lioyd Cutler. 

- 

WNaxlys wrt We pene Comme Ol ian eve aun cheba QVC 

, & 

fotha SSC QFeWER OY VE 

< 

ce: Jdack Fuller 
Paul Daly 

Lex No AG Qsokt< 
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, PRANK CltuncH, IOAHO,CHAInM > 
” A. JOHN G. TOWRA, TEXAS, VICE CHAN ye fs 

Vv f ¥ 
PHILIP A. HART, MICH, HOWANO HM. MAKE A nert., TENN, : 
We Lect F. MOMLIAL ", RAIRN, BARRY GOLOWATER, ANIZ, 
WALTSZR OF HUDDLE, STON, KY. CHARLES MCC. MATHIAS, J1., MQ, 
¢ROUERT MONGAH, N.C. RICHAND G, SCHWEIKER, PA. “y ¢ ¢ ae 
GANY HAN’ : . : any SANT, COLO . Mriled plates Senale 

: WILLIAM G, MILLER, STAFF DIRECTOR r * 
“at : FREOCRICK A. Oo, SCHWANZ, J1., CHEP Cou? TEL SELECT COM M ITTEE TO 2 

_ CUATIS AR. SMOTHERS, MINORITY COUNSEL 

7 
mae 

~ STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH 

RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

(PURSUANT To S$. RES, 21, $(TH COMGNESS) 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510 

November 7, 1975 . 
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at ente /R been ernemeretornte Ke arene renter nn SEIS NER OTTER A See Michael E. Shaheen, Jr., Esq. 
Office of Deputy Attorney General 
Room 4313 
U.S. Department of Justice | - 
Washington, D.C. 20530 

Dear Mike; 

By letter of July 28, 1975, tne Senate Select - 
Committee requested delivery of "materials pertaining to 
the reported investigation of columnist Joseph Kraft in 
1969, other than the ‘logs' of any surveillance" (Part 
LILI-A). 

| On Octovner 22, 1975, tne SSC received a portion 
! ' of these materials. Numerous Seriais in the TBI file on 
| surveiilance of tH. Kratt were not included in the materials 
: received, however, apparently because of a difference in 

interpretation of the term "logs." Request for delivery 
is specixically made, therefore, for tne rtolloving sérials 
(with enclosures and attachments) i in FBI file 65-75629: 
perials- lb. Ze oy Os Fa OG Oe ey ag. eee oe ow “LP so. 
19. 20. 21. 22. 232. and 24 

Excluded from this request are the logs of any 
: surveillance, by which the SSC means transcripts of overhears. 

A memorandum from A, B. Fulton to “7. R. Nannall, "Subject: 
Lioyd N. Cutler, Attorney for Josepn Kraft," dated June 10, 
1975, whicn was provided to the SSC on October 22, 1975, 
notes that "the only transcripts of the overhears which were 
located are contained:-as an enclosure to 65-75629-16."" Our 
request, thérefore, does not encompass this enclosure. 
Summaries of information obtained from any surve*illance of 
Mr. Kraft, ables are specifically included in our request. 

OTe We are cognizant of the agreement between Mr. 
ALouiTS ex and the Attorney General with xegard to materials 

wy Be; Sertdining to the reported investigation of Josenvh Kraft, 
Resid our.request is made subject to the conditions of this 

a NUYV Agreement. 

7 + 
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Michael E. Shaheen, Jr., Esq. } - | 
Page Two. | - November’:7, 1975 

* 

In addition to the materials described above, 
the following materials are -lso requested for delivery to 
the Committee: ; 

a 

1. All materials pertaining to the opening of 
mail to or from Gilbert Stuart and Virginia R. Stuart 
during the years 1960 and 1961, by FBI agents in or. 
around the cities of Wew York and Providence, Rhode 
Island. (This request encompasses materials located 
ii, FBI Headquarters, the New York Field Office, and 
the Resident Agency in Previdence, Rnode Island.) 

Z. All materials pertaining to contacts by FBI 
and Department of Justice officials and agents with 
Committee members or staff members of the so-called 
“Long Committee” (tne Subcommittee on Administrative 
Practice and Procedure of the Senate Juditiary Com- 
mittee) in rezard to that Committee's investigation 
in 19605 into the use of mail covers and other investi- 
gative techniques by federal agencies. 

Sincerely, 

T COOL 
Jonn-t; Bliate ! 

| . Director | 
oe . Domestic Intelligence Task Force 
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OPTIONAL FORM-NO, 10 ® 5010-106 
MAY 1962 EDITION 

GA oe RES NO. 27 : Aseses Dit: 

* UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 1+ Mr. J.B, Adams Dep. AD Adm. — 

M. d 2«Mr,. J, A. Mintz : a ae 

a emoranaum (1+ Mr, J. B. Hotis) peed 
‘i ‘ 1 - Mr e W. R. Wannall Comp. Syst. —_— 
‘\ : Aye j Ext. Affairs 

TO : Mr. W. BR. Wannall 2 DATE: 12/8/75 iis eae 

/ 3 ident. 
f oe 1 ne Mr, Ww. O. Cr egar Ae, 

FROM : FY, de Cassiahtt 1+Mr. J, G, Deegan UNREAL | 
c é “$s 1 Mr, R. L. Shackelford rae ai 
ag fe we ne Re 1 on. Mr, F,. de Cassidy Plon.& Evel. —_ 

SUBJECT: SENSTUDY 15} 1 Mr, D. Ryan Spec. Inv. 
Training 

Telephone Rm. — 

Director Sec’y —_ 

This is to advise of a briefing afforded staff members of 
the Senate Select Committee (SSC) on 12/1/75 regarding FBI notional 
organizations, 

Mike Epstein and Barbara Banoff of the SSC staff were 
referred to Supervisor David Ryan of the Intelligence Division for 
this briefing by the Senstudy Unit, Epstein opened the meeting by 
requesting he be provided a detailed summary regarding FBI activi~ 
ties involving proprietary, fictional and notional organizations, Ryan 
advised this was a broad area and requested Epstein be specific, 
Epstein asked that the three types of operations be defined and 
examples provided, “Y) 

Ryan described proprietary organizations as usually of a 
[pemannciet enterprise character that are used to support or cover 
covert intelligence activities, Epstein was advised Ryan had no 
knowledge of the use of proprietary organizations in connection with 
the investigation of domestic subversive or extremist organizations 
although it was possible such operations were used in our criminal 
and foreign counterintelligence investigations, Epstein was advised 
fictional organizational titles had been used infrequently for limited < 
duration in connection with mailings utilized in the discontinued 
Counterintelligence Programs (Cointelpros), Notional organizations 
were described as involving the use of an organization} title; / i-3 Tae 193 
supported by a post office box address and/or operating ‘Sources-for as0 cons | 

ReC-58 =. DEC 1 1975 
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Memorandum to Mr, W. R. Wannall 
Re: Senstudy 75 
62~ 116395 

intelligence~gathering purposes. In response to his specific question, 
Epstein was advised Ryan was not aware of any current use of a 
notional organization targeted against domestic extremists or sub- 
versive organizations, 

Epstein questioned regarding the use of notional Marxist+ 
Leninist organizations, Ryan indicated this technique had been used - 

|in the foreign counterintelligence field in the past with some success, 
but that he would not comment regarding the current use of notional 
organizations in connection with our foreign counterintelligence 
responsibilities, Epstein persisted in seeking this information and 
he was advised by Ryan if he desired further details, he should subs 
mit his request in writing through proper channels, (I is noted we 
currently have one notional organization operating with the objective 
of uncovering Chinese communist political and intelligence thrusts 
against this country), 

Thereafter, Epstein and Banoff asked a number of 
specific questions relating to the FBFs use of notional or fictitious 
titles in connection with its security investigations and responses 
were provided as noted in the attached, 

Epstein indicated a specific interest in the use of a 
notional organization in eonnection with the investigation of the 
Socialist Workers Party (SWP), He asked whether such techniques 
were used at the beginning of the interview, during the middle of the 
interview, and at the interview's conclusion, In the first two instances, 
he was advised Ryan had no knowledge of the use of this technique in 
the SWP investigation, and in the instance of the third question Ryan 
indicated it was repetitive, Ryan received the impression Epstein 
was dissatisfied with the briefing. 

ACTION: 

None, For information, 

he Wie “26 
i 
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FBI NOTIONAL ORGANIZATIONS 

The following comments were furnished to Senate Select 
Committee staff members Mike Epstein and Barbara Banoff on 
12/1/75 regarding specific areas of possible interest as relates to 
notional organizations, 

W. Es Be DuBois Clubs 

In July, 1964, the New York Office suggested establishing 
a notional chapter of this organization which was in effect at the time 
the youth group of the Communist Party, USA,- The suggestion of the 
New York Office was furnished to other offices, two of which dis» 
agreed with the proposal, Review of our files has determined this 
proposal was never effected, 

Socialist Workers Party (SWP) 

No information has been located indicating a notional organ~ 
ization with operating informants was ever formed or considered for 
use in connection with the investigation of the SWP or other Trotskyite 
organizations, | 

Committee for Expansion of Socialist Thought in America (CESTA) 

In 1965 the CESTA operation was approved as an effort to 
attack the Southern California District Communist-Party for its lack 
@f democracy and rigid interpretation of Marxism«Leninism utilizing 
a Post Office box return address, A number of issues of the CESTA 
publication “Socialist Dialogue" was mailed to local Communist Party 

BERET CLASSIEIED 
DATE \BY 

MBR- IL, 

ALL, INFORMATION CONTATNED 
£ 

L A-[[lo2 | 193 
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members, By late 196% the operation had been terminated. Although 
it is impossible to completely assess the results of this operation, — 
suspicions and dissension was generated within the local Party dis» 
trict, and in later months widespread defections in the Party were noted, 

Confederate Knights of the Ku Klux Klan (CKKKK) 

In 1967 an influential informaztin the United Klans of 
America (UKA) became involved in a dispute with the UKA and subse+ 
quently defected from the group, establishing the CKKKK, The field 
suggested the CKKKK, through its informant-leader,. be directed to 
cause dissension -and defections in the UKA, The field also suggested 
a second informant be directed to set up an anti-UKA "Citizens 
Council't consisting of defected UKA members, FBIHQ refused to 
authorize any monies to be paid to the informant to finance the CKKKK 
or to authorize the second informant to establish an antisUKA "Citizens 
Council, ‘t Our informant's activities in the CKKKK, until the organi~ 
zation's demise in 3/70, contributed to the crippling of the UKA although 
his efforts were not part of a notional organization directed by the FBI, 

Red Star Cadre (RSC) 

Former FBI informant Joseph Burton was the prime 
mover behind the RSC which had for its objective the development of 
intelligence relating to CHICOM liaison with and influence of the 
domestic Marxist~Leniniste-Maoist movement, The RSC evolved from 
the Red Star Swap Shop, an effort developed by Burton entirely on his 
own, and continued generally from late 1972 until the summer of 1974, 
Burton was unable to establish contact with significant foreign pro* 
Maoist communists and he voluntarily ceased his duties in behalf of 
the FBI when-he was.rejected-by the Revolutionary Union, the leading 
domestic pro~Maoist“-Marxist-Leninist organization, 
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Red Collective 

This title was utilized by two former New Orleans infor- 
mants, Jill and Gi Schafey, during the approximate period 1972-73 to 
support their widespread contacts with subversives and extremists. 
No other informants participated and the use of the title was dis~ 
banded at the instructions of FBIHQ, 

Antiwar or ttPeace™ Covers 

The use of titles relating to the antiwar or peace effort 
was considered in the late 1960's to assist our sources in developing 
contacts abroad, One informant's association with the antiwar effort 
was of assistance in establishing contact with a hostile foreign 
communist government and valuable intelligence resulted, Other 
sources utilized their actual or alleged association with antiwar or 
peace groups to support their travel abroad to participate in intere 
national conferences under the influence of communist elements or 
to contact communist elements abroad, No formal antiwar or peace 
group was formed by the FBlas a notional organization for intelli~ 
sence collection, 

News Media Covers 

An informant who was active with a domestic newspaper 
supporting a foreign hostile communist country and a photographer 
who had broad association with domestic extremists were considered 
in connection with the establishment of-possible notional organizations 
to be targeted against foreign communist elements. These efforts 
never came to fyuition, 

o~ 3 «@ 
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National Committee for Domestic Tranquility 

In the mid«1960's, the above title and a Post Office box 
was utilized-for several anonymous mailings to Ku Klux Klan organi~ 

-zations, The newsletters urged Kian members to desist from violence 
and renounce their affiliation based upon patriotic, religious and moral 
motives, No informants were included in the operation, 

Miscellaneous 

No significant notional organizations targeting domestic 
extremist groups were developed inthe New Left area, including the 
Students fora Democratic Society, or relating to militant black 
extremists such as the Black Panther Party. 
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nen Bone ae, 

Comp. Syst. 

Ext. Affairs: 

DATE: 11/19/75 Files & Cohn. 
Gen. Inv. —__ 

: Ident. 

| 
Inspection —_ 

, Mibu : EF. Johnson aN Intell. 

TO, : MR. ASH LY 

| IY . i 
Laboratory ____ 

Legal Coun. ___ 

Telephone Rm. 

B a Plan. & Eval. __ 

'  supject: MAR AGU THER KING ~ Spec. Inv. 
Training 

fecstudg ) 
LATENT PRINT EXAMINATION 

Director Sec’y 

A letter beginning "King, in view of your. low grade, ---!" 
has been examined, but no latent impressions of value for 

ie” identification purposes were developed. 

The letter is enclosed. 

ALE INFORMATION CONTATNED EREIN IS. JNCLASSIETED DATE lS BD 7 ap 3. Deld 

4 That memo with enclosure be forwarded to Inspector- 4 

RECOMMENDATION: 
a 

* ° 

a 
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Deputy Assistant Director Hunter E. Helgeson. 
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